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C.5  Novato South Station Alternatives 
There are three station sites analyzed in this SEIR as alternatives to the proposed Novato South Station 
site studied in the SMART 2006 FEIR. The site analyzed in the SMART 2006 FEIR (referred to here 
as the Roblar Drive site) would have access from Roblar Drive, off of Nave Drive. The three alternatives 
to this station site are described in detail in Section B.2.3 and include: Downtown Novato, Ignacio Wye, 
and Hamilton sites. Each site is analyzed, by relevant environmental issue area, in the following subsec-
tions. Energy use is not evaluated at the three sites because the variation in energy use among the sites is 
negligible. Energy use for the project as a whole was evaluated in the proposed project 2006 FEIR. 

As shown below, impacts identified for the three sites are generally the same as, or less severe than impacts 
identified for the proposed project in the 2006 FEIR. A comparison of the environmental advantages and 
disadvantages among the alternative sites is presented at the end of this Section (see Section C.5.4). The fol-
lowing subsections focus on site-specific impacts. 

For the issue area of transportation, each of the three new alternative Novato South Station sites is described 
and analyzed in terms of five topical areas related to transportation issues: 

• Local Intersection Operations (i.e., traffic LOS) 
• Connecting Transit and Shuttle Services (Existing and Proposed) 
• Ridership Potential and Parking Demand 
• Bicycle and Pedestrian Circulation 
• Rail Operations (i.e., effect on schedules and scheduled speeds) 

The three alternative station sites and study intersection locations are shown in Figure C.5-1. 

The impacts on freeway operations on Highway 101 are negligible among station alternatives, since many 
of the access trips would be on local streets and highways, and the added freeway ramp traffic would be 
very low for any of the alternatives. 

The ridership and parking demand potential for the alternative station sites has been developed as a range, 
to give the reader a general idea of the implications of choosing an alternative station. MTC’s regional 
travel forecasting model used to prepare the 2006 FEIR ridership projection was not used for this pur-
pose in this SEIR. The MTC model is a “macroscopic” scale model that is not well-suited for making 
finer-grained differentiations among station sites that are relatively close to each other. (The MTC model 
has only five travel analysis zones in the area of south Novato, which is not detailed enough to allow for 
reliable projection of the impacts of relocating a station just a mile or two.) Instead, the approach used 
here involves starting with the initial ridership projection of 94 boarding passengers per average weekday 
(2025) at the Novato South Station, along with additional data from the Census (derived from GIS mapping), 
and providing an estimated range of ridership for each of the alternative station sites. 
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Figure C.5-1.  Novato South Station Alternatives and Study Intersection Locations 
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C.5.1  DOWNTOWN NOVATO SITE 

C.5.1.1  Transportation 

Setting 

Local Intersection Operations and Vehicle Access 

The Downtown Novato Station site includes the historic passenger depot near Grant Avenue and Railroad 
Avenue. There is nearby freeway access from DeLong Avenue to Highway 101, which is a full inter-
change. The site can be accessed via Railroad Avenue and, from the west via Grant Avenue, both of which 
are two lane streets (one lane in each direction). Intersections 1 through 6 in Table C.5-1 are the major 
intersections closest to the Downtown Novato Station site. The table shows that these intersections cur-
rently meet the City of Novato’s level of service standard of D or better. Of these six intersections, the inter-
section of Redwood Boulevard and Diablo Avenue currently experiences the longest average delay, but is 
still within LOS D. 

Connecting Transit and Shuttle Services (Existing and Proposed) 

No transit services currently serve the downtown station site. The nearest bus services are on DeLong 
Avenue, with a stop near Reichert Avenue, approximately 750 feet (walking distance) from the station. 
The DeLong Avenue bus stop is served by Golden Gate Transit (GGT) routes 70, 71, and 80. There is 
also a bus stop adjacent to the freeway ramps at the Highway 101/DeLong Avenue interchange. The High-
way 101 bus stops (northbound and southbound) are between 0.3 and 0.4 miles walking distance from the 
station (the straight line distance is considerably less). 

The Novato South Station was proposed for a single shuttle route in the SMART 2006 FEIR. With the 
alternative site in the downtown, there are several potential service areas for the single shuttle route. The 
greatest demand would probably be along Grant Avenue, connecting to the GGT transfer point at Grant 
Avenue/Redwood Boulevard, the businesses along this corridor, and possibly returning along Novato Boul-
evard and Diablo–DeLong Avenues. The Olive Park neighborhood on the east side of Highway 101 is another 
candidate for shuttle service, but may not be serviceable without addition of a second shuttle. Because of 
the absence of parking at this station site, the ridership of shuttles and use of other alternative modes 
(bicycle/pedestrian) is expected to be greater than at other alternative sites. 

Because of the cost and bus travel time associated with re-routing GGT transit buses from DeLong Ave-
nue and/or Redwood Boulevard, it is unlikely that GGT would provide direct service to this station. Although 
Marin County Transit (MCT) could consider providing service to this station at some point in the future, it 
has not been assumed in any of the analysis here. 

Impacts Summary 

Ridership Potential and Parking Demand 

A population of 4,000 lives within a half-mile (air distance) of the Downtown Novato site, and a total of 15,600 
within a mile, according to the 2000 Census. This is the highest number for any of the Novato South alter-
native station sites, including the original Roblar Drive location. The one-mile radius includes nearly a 
third of the population within the City’s sphere of influence (as defined by ABAG). However, there are two 
key ridership disadvantages to this site relative to the Roblar Drive site and the other alternative sites under 
consideration: 
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Table C.5-1.  Existing and Year 2025 Intersection Level of Service for Alternative Novato South Station Sites – Weekdays 
    Existing Conditions  2005 No-Project1 2005 with Proposed Project 
    AM PM AM PM AM PM 
Int.
# 

     Station 
Alternative  

 Extg. 
 Control2 Intersection LOS

Delay 
(sec) LOS

Delay 
(sec) LOS 

Delay 
(sec) LOS

Delay 
(sec) LOS

Delay 
(sec) LOS

Delay 
(sec) 

1 Downtown S Redwood Blvd./Diablo Av C 31.7 D 35.2 D 39.7 D 50.4 D 39.9 D 50.8 
2 Downtown S Reichert/DeLong Av C 30.2 C 28.5 C 31.8 E 59.8 C 32.1 E 60.9 
3 Downtown S US 101 SB Ramps/DeLong Av B 16.2 A 10.0 D 47.7 C 27.1 D 47.8 C 27.2 
4 Downtown S US 101 NB Ramps/DeLong Av B 18.0 C 20.5 B 19.1 D 44.6 B 19.1 D 44.8 
5 Downtown AWSC Reichert Av/Grant Av A 9.7 B 10.6 C 15.4 F 65.3 C 16.2 F 72.3 
6 Downtown TWSC Railroad Av/Grant Av B 11.3 B 14.0 B 14.6 D 28.0 B 14.9 E 37.0 
7 Ignacio Wye None Station Entrance/Marsh Dr X X X X X X X X A 8.8 A 8.7 
8 Hamilton None Station Entrance/Hamilton Pkwy X X X X X X X X 
9 Hamilton S Nave Dr/Hamilton Pkwy B 17.2 B 17.3 D 35.9 E 66.5 
10 Hamilton S Nave Dr/Main Gate Rd C 21.5 C 24.7 D 40.7 F * 
11 Hamilton Yield US 101 NB Ramps/Nave Dr C 19.0 C 20.4 D 30.9 F 98.8 
12 Hamilton TWSC US 101 SB Ramps/Alameda 

del Prado 
F 120 C 20.0  F♦ * F 66.4 

See Table C.5-4 
for various Hamilton 

Subalternatives 

13 Roblar S US 101 NB onramp/Ignacio Blvd B 17.6 C 23.0 C 25.8 D 38.3 C 27.5 D 39.3 
14 Roblar S US 101 SB/Ignacio Blvd C 25.8 C 25.4 C 29.0 C 31.1 C 29.3 C 31.1 
Notes: 
1 2025 No-Project is based on City of Novato’s General Plan Build-out. 
2 Existing Control types are: S= Signal AWSC=All-way Stop control TWSC=Two-way stop control Yield=Yield sign on side approach. 
X  Indicates intersection does not exist today and only exists in future with proposed project. Delay results are reported (i.e., rounded) to three significant digits. 
♦ for the stop controlled movement at the intersection only; through movements experience no delay. 
*  Indicates that the average delay > 130 seconds for the stop sign-controlled approach to this intersection, and thus cannot be reliably calculated. 
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• The lack of park-and-ride at this station (which is consistent with other downtown station locations) 
would mean that the only motorized modes of access/egress would be transit, shuttle, and auto drop-off 
or pick-up. The auto drop-off/pick-up would probably account for at least 15 to 20 percent of the access/
egress trips, given the lack of parking at the station. 

• The close proximity of this station to the Novato North Station (one mile) means that their “catchment” 
areas overlap to a certain extent. The catchment area is the area from which a station site primarily 
draws ridership. When two catchment areas overlap, they essentially compete with each other for riders. 

On the other hand, this station has a significant number of residences and jobs within a reasonable walk-
ing distance. Because of this, Dowling Associates estimates this station site could achieve 160 to 180 board-
ing riders per typical weekday in 2025 despite the lack of available parking. Passengers wanting to drive 
and park their cars at a station could use the Novato North Station, where parking would be available. 

Bicycle and Pedestrian Circulation 

This station location is probably the most pedestrian friendly of all the alternatives since it is in the heart 
of the historic downtown area. The proposed bicycle/pedestrian pathway along the rail ROW could provide 
a connection to Novato Community Hospital, which is less than 2/3 mile away (about a 10- to 15-minute walk). 

Rail Operations 

The downtown station is located at milepost1 (MP) 27.8, approximately one mile south of the Novato 
North Station, compared to the original Roblar site at MP 24.4, which is 4.4 miles from the Novato North 
Station. This means that trains traveling between the two stations would probably be limited to a maxi-
mum of 30 to 40 mph before having to brake again for the next station. This is not expected to have a 
material impact on the overall schedule. 

Impacts and Mitigation Measures 

Impact T-2: The Downtown Novato Station site would decrease Vehicle-Miles Traveled (VMT) and 
Vehicle Hours Traveled (VHT) on Highway 101. (Beneficial) 

Compared to existing conditions, as well as compared to the Novato South Roblar Drive Station site ana-
lyzed in the 2006 FEIR, VMT and VHT would be reduced, due to projected ridership. The total weekday 
ridership from this station site is expected to be 160-180 boarding riders,2 or 66-86 more riders than the 
Roblar Drive site. This would have a slightly greater beneficial impact in reducing vehicle travel on High-
way 101 than the Roblar Drive site. As noted above, the downtown site is in a developed area and has a 
number of destinations within walking distance (including residences). The increased ridership could be 
accommodated within the proposed project schedule without increasing train lengths or frequency. 

                                                      
1 Miles are measured from the Ferry Building in San Francisco, for the historical reason that the NWP Railroad 

operated ferries from there to Sausalito, and then northward via rail. Miles are measured along the rail line, not 
the highway distance, and increase numerically in the northerly direction. Sausalito would be at MP 6.5.  

2 A “boarding rider” represents one rider who steps onto a train. A boarding rider (or just “boarding”) can occur 
when someone steps onto a train who lives nearby; or when someone returning home from his/her job steps onto 
a train at a station near his/her place of work. 
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Impact T-5: The Downtown Novato Station site may lower the service levels at several local inter-
sections in the PM peak hour. (Significant mitigable) 

As shown in Table C.5-1, future LOS conditions without the project (No-Project) and with the project are 
similar. Compared to existing conditions, future changes in LOS at intersections near the station would be 
primarily related to increased congestion from other growth in the area. However, two unsignalized inter-
sections would be affected by project-related traffic: 

• Reichert Avenue/Grant Avenue (+7 seconds average delay in the PM peak hour, but no change in the 
LOS F). 

• Railroad Avenue/Grant Avenue (+9 seconds average delay in the PM peak hour, with a change from 
LOS D to LOS E as a result of the project) 

The incremental increase in traffic from the SMART project would result from the two-way trips 
generated by auto drop-offs. The impact is mitigable, with implementation of the following new measure. 

Mitigation Measure T-3 (Downtown Novato). SMART shall pay its fair-share cost of sig-
nalizing Reichert Avenue/Grant Avenue and Railroad Avenue/Grant Avenue intersections 
when they meet standard warrants for a traffic signal in the future. 

Analysis of the mitigation action (signalizing the intersections) indicates that both would meet the City of 
Novato’s LOS goal after signalizing the intersections. After signalization, at Reichert/Grant, the future 
LOS with the project would be B in the morning (18.4 seconds delay) and C in the afternoon peak (23.6 
seconds delay). At the Railroad/Grant intersection, the morning LOS would remain at LOS B, but in the 
afternoon peak would be improved from E to B (17.3 seconds delay). Both signals should be designed 
with interconnect to the nearby Grant Avenue grade crossing in order to minimize the potential for any 
traffic queues backing up onto the SMART tracks. After mitigation, both intersections would be within 
Novato’s level of service standard. 

Impact T-10: The absence of a park-and-ride lot at the Downtown Novato Station could result in 
inadequate parking capacity. (Significant mitigable) 

Consistent with other downtown station sites, the Downtown Novato Station site would not include parking 
for rail riders. Some patrons may choose to park on nearby city streets unless countermeasures are taken. 
The increase in demand for on-street parking may affect local residents and businesses. On-street park-
ing is, of course, likely to be less convenient than a dedicated, nearby SMART parking lot, as would be 
provided at the Novato North Station. With the following mitigation measure, the impact would be less than 
significant. 

Mitigation Measure T-4. The City of Novato may restrict parking on nearby streets, either 
using a time limit, or a residential parking permit program to discourage people from using 
city streets for park-and-ride purposes. 

Time restrictions are the simplest to implement (e.g., 2-Hour Parking Monday through Friday), but may 
inconvenience nearby residents and their guests/visitors who park their vehicles on the street during the 
day. A residential parking program (RPP) could be established around the Downtown Novato Station site 
as a mitigation for this impact. Because the surrounding streets are owned and controlled by the City of 
Novato, only the City has the power to create a RPP. Typically, parking for those without a parking sticker 
is limited to two to four hours on weekdays. Sometimes, businesses in or near the RPP area are allowed to 
purchase permits for the business owner’s use. 
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C.5.1.2  Air Quality 

Setting 

The air quality setting for all three station sites is based on regional characteristics, which are summarized 
in Section C.2.2. There are no local emission sources around the Downtown Novato Station site except motor 
vehicle emissions on nearby roadways.  There are sensitive receptors (residences) across the street from 
the station site. 

Impacts 

Potential air quality impacts, which are less than significant, are the same as identified in the 2006 FEIR 
except that the effects would occur in a different location. 

Impact AQ-1: The proposed project would generate dust and other criteria pollutant emissions 
during construction. (Less than significant) 

The Downtown Novato Station Alternative would involve generation of dust and other criteria pollutant 
emissions during construction in the vicinity of several single family and multi-family residential land 
uses. Construction-related impacts were identified in the SMART 2006 FEIR and there is no change in 
the significance of these impacts. Standard dust and equipment exhaust control measures that have been 
incorporated into the project and would be implemented during construction to minimize construction emis-
sions would ensure that this impact is less than significant. 

Impact AQ-6: The proposed project would expose sensitive receptors to some additional pollutant 
concentrations. (Less than significant) 

The Downtown Novato Site Alternative would bring idling trains for a few minutes near multi-family res-
idences that would be about 100 feet from the station site (new residences in the Whole Foods develop-
ment would be farther away). Based on the analysis of train idling scenarios shown in the 2006 FEIR 
including the scenario of train idling 75 feet from a residence (Table 3.5-11 of the 2006 FEIR), the proj-
ect’s emissions of localized pollutants (CO and diesel particulate matter) would not lead to substantial 
pollutant concentrations near the Downtown Novato site. Therefore, the localized pollutant concentrations 
at sensitive receptors near the Downtown Novato Station would be less than significant. 

C.5.1.3  Biological Resources 

Setting 

The Downtown Novato Station site is about one acre in size, including area on both the east and west 
sides of the SMART ROW. The vegetation is limited to ruderal weeds on both sides of the ROW. No 
wetlands or Waters of the U.S. are present, based on definitions in Chapter 3, Section 3.9.3, and Appendix 
H in the SMART 2005 DEIR. There is no suitable habitat for special-status plants at this site. Based on 
site visits in October and November 2007, invasive non-native plant species recognized by Cal-IPC (2006, 
2007) as having moderate to high impacts on natural habitat or listed by CDFA (2006) that are common 
at this site include: wild fennel, Harding grass, Klamath weed, and pampas grass. 

There is limited low-quality wildlife habitat at the Downtown Novato Station site. The site was historic-
ally used as a train station and has endured many eras of development, including the current Whole Foods 
mixed use development under construction on adjacent land in Fall 2007. Due to the current and past uses 
of this site, there is little to no native vegetation or habitat for wildlife. At the northern limit of the station 
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area, a stand of Eucalyptus trees provides habitat for nesting birds, and the historic train depot may pro-
vide suitable roosting habitat for a variety of bat species. There is low potential for special-status animal 
species to occur at this site. However, two special-status bat species: pallid bat and Townsend’s big-eared 
bat could occur at the historic depot, because abandoned buildings are preferred roosting sites for bats. 

Impacts and Mitigations 

Potential impacts on biological resources at the Downtown Novato Station site are generally similar to or 
less severe than described for the proposed project in the 2006 FEIR. Given the disturbed nature of the 
site and absence of native habitat, impacts would be limited to introduction/spread of weeds (Impact 
BR-4), effects on nesting birds (Impact BR-3), and potential effects on special-status bats (Impact 
BR-17). All of these impacts were identified for the proposed project in the 2006 FEIR and are either less 
than significant or can be mitigated to levels that are less than significant. 

Impact BR-4 (WEEDS): The proposed project could result in the introduction or spread of noxious 
weeds in the project area. (Significant mitigable) 

As described in more detail in the SMART 2005 DEIR, project construction, maintenance and operations 
activities could inadvertently spread existing populations of invasive non-native weeds and/or introduce 
new weed species from contaminated sources. The effects of transport of non-native invasive weeds along 
the railroad corridor during operations are discussed in the SMART 2005 DEIR. Development and proper 
landscaping of the Downtown Novato Station site will likely result in long-term reductions of weed popu-
lations in areas that are built on, paved, or landscaped. However, invasive non-native plants are unlikely 
to be completely eliminated and could be introduced to currently uninfested areas or spread more widely in 
existing locations, both within and beyond the project area unless specific measures are taken to control their 
spread. Non-native invasive plants that were common at the Downtown Novato Station site in 2007 and 
are capable of causing impacts are listed above in the setting. Potential impacts from the inadvertent spread 
of these weeds can be reduced to a level of insignificance through implementation of appropriate elements 
of FEIR Mitigation Measure BR-4. 

Impact BR-3 (NESTING BIRDS): There could be disturbance of nesting birds due to construction 
activities. (Less than significant) 

As described in the 2005 DEIR, construction activities could affect raptors and other birds nesting in veg-
etation or built structures in or adjacent to work areas. Equipment noise, vibration, lighting, and other 
human-related disturbance could disrupt nesting, feeding, or other life cycle activities, and could cause 
nest abandonment or nesting failure. Construction along the ROW has already been addressed in the SMART 
2005 DEIR, and construction disturbance associated with the station site would not be significant, especially rela-
tive to the disturbance associated with the existing surrounding urban environment. Tree removal or trim-
ming onsite will not be necessary. Therefore this impact is less than significant. 

Impact BR-17 (BATS): The proposed project could result in disturbance or injury to special-status 
bats. (Significant mitigable) 

Restoring the historic depot within the Downtown Novato site could directly impact special-status bat species if 
they inhabit any of this structure. The cavities in the historic structure could possibly be used as roosting 
or nursery sites. If bats are present, construction activities related to the restoration of the depot could 
cause mortality or harm to roosting bats or cause them to abandon these sites. If an active bat nursery is 
present, construction activities could disturb or harm breeding adults or offspring and adversely affect 
their reproductive success. Disturbance of an active bat nursery or harm to individuals of a special-status 
bat species would be a potentially significant impact. Implementation of FEIR Mitigation Measure 
BR-13, adapted for the station site, would reduce this impact to a less than significant level. 
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C.5.1.4  Cultural Resources 

Setting 

The Downtown Novato Station site is located in historic downtown Novato, where Grant Avenue termi-
nates at Railroad Avenue. It is within the locally designated Downtown Novato Historic District, which 
includes an area of historic Novato with a vital commercial and residential character, consisting of wood 
frame buildings dating from the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The APE for the Downtown 
Novato Station site includes the historic Novato Passenger Depot, which appears to be eligible for the NRHP, 
and the CRHR. Next to the Novato Passenger Depot are the foundations of the historic Novato Freight Depot. 
(The Freight Depot itself was demolished in August 2007 after several fires had damaged the structure.) Also 
within the APE is a spur line that runs north to south, parallel with the SMART rail line (within the SMART 
right-of-way) adjacent to the Downtown Novato Passenger Depot. 

No previously recorded archaeological sites occur within the boundaries of the APE for the station. How-
ever, there are existing foundations associated with the historic Novato Freight Depot present within the APE 
and foundations associated with the Pini Feed Mill located adjacent to the southern portion of the station APE 
(Newland and Esser 1999). Also, three prehistoric archaeological sites, CA-MRN-192, -529, and –530, are 
recorded approximately 0.5 miles from this location. CA-MRN-529 and -530 are listed in the OHP’s Historic 
Properties Directory Listing (CA OHP 2006). These two listings are identified as the Lost Luggage Site 
(MRN-529) and the Diablo Bridge Site (MRN-530). For additional information and descriptions of these 
resources, refer to Sections 3.14 and 3.15 of the SMART 2005 DEIR. These prehistoric archaeological sites 
would not be affected by development at the Downtown Novato Station site. 

The existing setting of the Downtown Novato Station site is developed and no visible native soils are present. 
The Passenger Depot is still present in this location, and recent demolition of the associated Freight Depot 
has resulted in the removal of asphalt from portions of the APE revealing the historic foundation of the 
Passenger Depot. The historic Passenger Depot, which is a local landmark in the Novato General Plan, is 
a Mission Revival style building that is a component of the Northwestern Pacific Railroad. It was built in 
1917, and designed by architect D.J. Patterson as part of a complex that originally included, and was attached 
via a covered arcade/walkway, to the adjacent Freight Depot that was demolished in 2007. The Railroad 
Passenger Depot originally contained the waiting room, while the adjacent Freight Depot held the ticket 
office, and the express and freight depot with raised loading platforms. 

For additional setting descriptions regarding the environment, ethnography, prehistory, and history of the 
rail corridor APE, please refer to Sections 3.14 and 3.15 of the SMART 2005 DEIR. 

Impacts 

To allow cross-referencing of mitigation measures addressed in the SMART 2005 DEIR with those pro-
posed herein, the following naming convention is used. Impacts are specific to the newly proposed project 
components so they are numbered sequentially, starting with CR-1. In instances where mitigation measures 
were identified in the SMART 2005 DEIR and equally apply to these impacts, the original mitigation measure 
alpha-numeric tags are employed (i.e., HR-1, 2, etc., for Historic Resources, and AR-1, 2, etc., for Archae-
ological Resources).3 In the case of new mitigation measures, “CR” is used. 

                                                      
3 The reader should note that historic and archaeological resources were addressed in separate sections in the 

SMART 2005 DEIR (Sections 3.14 and 3.15), but have been combined in this SEIR. 
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Impact CR-1: Inappropriate rehabilitation techniques could affect the historic Downtown Novato 
Passenger Depot Site. (Significant mitigable) 

The historic Downtown Novato Passenger Depot (circa 1917), a designated City of Novato landmark, has 
been evaluated for this SEIR and appears to be potentially eligible for the NRHP and the CRHR. The Novato 
Passenger Depot appears to be eligible under NRHP criterion A (events) and CRHR criterion 1 (events) for 
its association with the growth of the north Bay Area in Marin County, and under NRHP criterion C (archi-
tecture/workmanship) and CRHR criterion 3 (architecture/workmanship) for its Mission Revival style archi-
tecture. This structure would require a formal determination of eligibility from the California State Historic 
Preservation Officer (SHPO) prior to project implementation. The depot site would be renovated to serve 
the proposed passenger rail line. However, the proposed project does not include any work on the historic 
structure itself. The minor modifications proposed as part of the SMART project would not result in any 
significant physical impacts on this historic station, but would involve construction of platforms, access, 
and other ancillary facilities such as lighting, benches, vending machines and a bicycle station. These changes 
to the site could affect the setting of the historic resource, which is also a local landmark. 

Mitigation Measure CR-1 (Depot Rehabilitation): Prior to SMART obtaining federal 
permits or federal funding, SMART shall seek determination from SHPO of eligibility of the 
Novato Passenger Depot. If the SHPO determines the building to be eligible for the NRHP, 
any proposed rehabilitation, changes, alterations and additions to the Downtown Novato Pas-
senger Depot and site shall comply with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the 
Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, Restoring 
and Reconstructing Historic Buildings (Weeks and Grimmer 1995). These guidelines shall 
be consulted for any proposed street furniture and for construction of the proposed train plat-
forms and other train-related structures (such as shelters and ticket vending machines). 

If the SHPO determines the building to be eligible for CRHR but not the NRHP, or if SHPO concludes 
that the building is not eligible for listing in the NRHP or the CRHR, then consultation with the City of 
Novato regarding the design of station facilities to ensure that any adverse impacts on this local landmark 
are less than significant would be sufficient (see Section B.4 Environmental Compliance Measures). 

Impact CR-2: Proposed changes to the Downtown Novato Passenger Depot could affect the historic 
character of the Downtown Novato Historic District. (Less than Significant) 

Improvements as part of the proposed project would not involve any changes to existing structures, but 
would involve construction of platforms, access, and other ancillary facilities that could visually affect the 
character of the setting and the buildings within the Downtown Novato Historic District. As part of the 
proposed project, SMART has committed to consultation with the City of Novato regarding the design of 
station facilities to ensure that any adverse impacts are less than significant. See Section B.4 (Environ-
mental Compliance Measures). The appropriate restoration of the Novato Passenger Depot, as a result of 
the SMART project, could further enhance and revitalize the downtown Novato commercial and resi-
dential neighborhood and historic district. Therefore, the SMART project would also have a beneficial 
impact on the Novato Passenger Depot and Historic District. 

Impact CR-3: Ground disturbing construction activities could adversely affect subsurface deposits 
associated with a previously demolished historic structure. (Significant mitigable) 

The Novato Freight Depot building was recently demolished, but its foundations remain in place, proj-
ecting slightly above the existing ground surface. Although the original Freight Depot structure may have 
been eligible for listing in the NRHP and CRHR, it is unlikely that the foundations alone would be found 
to be eligible for listing. Nevertheless, the foundations, which are still visibly present within the APE and 
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remain unevaluated, may contain historic or prehistoric artifact deposits associated with the Freight Depot 
that could be disturbed by construction activities within this portion of the APE. Construction activities or 
paving in this area would have the potential to alter the foundations. Based on the presence of the Freight 
Depot foundations, the adjacent foundations of the historic Pini Feed Mill, and the proximity of prehistoric 
archaeological sites, this area is considered culturally sensitive. 

Mitigation Measure CR-3: Because of the possibility of the presence of historic or 
prehistoric artifact deposits, an Extended Phase I archaeological study is recommended at 
this site in locations where ground disturbances are planned. The purpose of the Extended 
Phase I study is to establish the presence or absence of an archaeological deposit within 
an area that may be impacted as a result of project implementation. Extended Phase I archae-
ological testing is generally comprised of a limited series of systematically placed excavation 
units in the area of potential impacts. 

If an archaeological deposit is identified during the Extended Phase I archaeological exca-
vation, additional fieldwork (Phase II testing) may be required to establish site boundaries 
and evaluate the deposit for it’s potential for eligibility for listing in the NRHP/CRHR. If 
a site is determined to be eligible, consultation shall be initiated with the SHPO and other 
appropriate consulting parties to either avoid impacts to the site or to develop and imple-
ment a data recovery plan (Phase III). 

Data recovery excavations (Phase III) are designed to obtain a representative sample of the archaeological 
deposit so that archaeologists can study the resource through an analysis of the systematic removal of mate-
rial remains and thereby gather data that have the potential to yield important information to the history or 
prehistory of the area as per criterion D of the NRHP and criterion 4 of the CRHR. 

Impact CR-4: Ground disturbing construction activities could adversely affect unknown potentially 
significant subsurface cultural materials in the vicinity of the station site. (Significant mitigable) 

It is possible that subsurface historical and prehistoric archaeological deposits, not visible on the ground 
surface, are present at the Downtown Novato Station site and could be disturbed during construction of 
the station. The station location is in a culturally sensitive area and there are three previously recorded 
prehistoric archaeological sites within 0.5 miles of the APE. These impacts would be reduced to less than 
significant with the implementation of construction monitoring and accidental discovery/stop-work proce-
dures identified in the 2005 DEIR Mitigation Measures AR-2 and AR-3. 

C.5.1.5  Geology and Hydrology 

Setting 

The Downtown Novato Station site is located on Young Bay Mud (YBM) soil. The YBM consists of soft 
compressible silts, clays and occasionally peat. These materials are very weak (up to 45 feet in thickness) 
and are susceptible to settlement when loaded with fill. YBM soils have high settlement and ground 
deformation potential and low liquefaction potential. The site is not located on expansive soils. 

The site is not located in an Alquist-Priolo earthquake zone. However, it should be noted that the entire 
proposed project region is within a seismically active zone (refer to SMART 2005 DEIR Section 3.2.2 for 
a description of the geologic setting of the proposed project region), and placement of infrastructure any-
where in the project region would be subject to earthquakes and groundshaking. 
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The downtown site is located approximately 24 feet above mean sea level (msl). Groundwater flow direc-
tion near the site is variable, and is probably tidally influenced. Groundwater depth in the vicinity of the 
site is between 4.43 feet below ground surface (bgs) and 7.73 bgs. The site is outside of the 500-year flood-
plain (FEMA 1989a). There are no waterbodies within 0.5 miles of the Downtown Novato site. 

Impacts 

Geological and hydrological impacts associated with development of the Downtown Novato Station site 
would generally be less severe than impacts identified for the proposed project in the 2005 DEIR and 
2006 FEIR. No new impacts in these issue areas were identified during review for the SEIR. Because the 
site is flat, would require only minor excavations, is not near any streams or waterbodies, is not in a flood-
plain, has been developed in the past, and is currently paved, potential impacts associated with erosion (2006 
FEIR Impacts G-3 and WR-1), geologic stability (Impacts G-2 and G-7), increased permeable surfaces 
and pollutant runoff into waterbodies (Impacts WR-1, WR-2, and WR-4), and flooding (Impact WR-5) 
would be avoided. The proposed project includes provisions to contain runoff, so surface runoff from sta-
tion construction would be intercepted with appropriate containment devices. 

The site is not crossed by an active or potentially active fault, so there is little potential for fault rupture 
(Impact G-5). Other seismic hazards would be the same as, or less severe than, described for the proposed 
project in the 2006 FEIR. Liquefaction potential at the site is low, so impacts associated with this seismic 
hazard would be less than identified for the project as a whole (Impact G-6). 

The potential for groundshaking from earthquakes is fully addressed in Impact G-4 (groundshaking from 
earthquakes) in the 2005 DEIR and 2006 FEIR. All project components would be subject to this impact 
and the same mitigation identified in the 2006 FEIR (Mitigation Measure G-4) would apply. It should be 
noted that placement of the proposed project or other transportation facilities anywhere in the region would 
be subject to earthquakes and groundshaking, as the entire region is within a seismically active zone. Impact 
G-8 (corrosive soils) is discussed below in relation to the specific geologic conditions at the Downtown 
Novato Station site. 

Impact G-8: Proposed new stations south of Windsor and north of the Petaluma River would be 
susceptible to expansive soils and some new structures would be subject to corrosion. (Significant 
mitigable) 

The Downtown Novato Station site is located on YBM soils. These soils exhibit high sulfate and chloride 
concentrations and low pH, which tend to be corrosive to severely corrosive to metals, and moderately 
deleterious to concrete. Corrosive soils can undermine the structural integrity of the station, and would poten-
tially result in loss of life or property as a result of structural deformation. This impact would be poten-
tially significant, as it would be for the proposed project as a whole, but it can be mitigated to a less than 
significant level through implementation of 2006 FEIR Mitigation Measure G-9, which requires chemical 
treatment of project structures to minimize corrosion. 

C.5.1.6  Hazardous Materials 

Setting 

There have been 19 documented releases of hazardous materials within the search area of the Downtown 
Novato Station site (see Section C.2 for a definition of the search area). Table C.5-2 summarizes these areas 
of concern in the vicinity of the Downtown Novato site. The majority of the facilities listed have no to 
low potential to affect soil and groundwater beneath the station site due to their distance from the site, the 
nature of the contamination, and the status of remediation. 
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Table C.5-2.  Summary of Areas of Concern – Downtown Novato Station 

Site Name & Address 
Contamination 

Suspected Media Affected Site Status Distance from Station 

Potential  
to Affect  
Station Rationale        

George Roth 1991 Trust, 879 
Sweetser Ave, Novato 

Not reported Not reported Active; leak being 
confirmed 

1033 ft west-northwest Moderate Active case within ¼ mile, unconfirmed leak, 
unknown whether groundwater affected 

Arnold’s Dismantlers 
862 Vallejo St, Novato 

Potential petroleum 
hydrocarbons 

Not reported No further remedial 
action planned 

1202 ft northwest No No further remedial action planned 

Novato Unified School District, 819 
Olive St, Novato 

Petroleum 
hydrocarbons 

Soil Active; remediation 
in progress 

1544 ft north-northwest Low Remediation in progress greater than 1/4 mile away, 
only soil affected 

Novato Fire Station #1 
1000 Grant Ave, Novato 

Petroleum 
hydrocarbons 

Groundwater Case closed 1557 ft west No Case closed 

Chevron 
7417 Redwood Hwy, Novato 

Petroleum 
hydrocarbons 

Groundwater Case closed 1645 ft northwest No Case closed 

H & J Tire 
7426 Redwood Blvd, Novato 

Petroleum 
hydrocarbons 

Soil Leak being confirmed 1664 ft northwest Low Leak being confirmed greater than ¼ mile away, only soil 
affected 

Shell 
7300 Redwood Blvd, Novato 

Petroleum 
hydrocarbons 

Soil Active; site assessment 
underway 

1675 ft west-southwest Low Active case greater than ¼ mile, only soil affected 

Former Grand Auto 
7427 Redwood Blvd, Novato 

Not reported Not reported Case closed 1682 ft northwest No Case closed 

Big 4 Rents, Inc 
875 Olive Ave, Novato 

Petroleum 
hydrocarbons 

Groundwater Active; site assessment 
underway 

1815 ft north-northwest Moderate Un-remediated case within ½ mile, groundwater affected 

Unocal 
7455 Redwood Blvd, Novato 

Petroleum 
hydrocarbons 

Groundwater Active; remediation 
in progress 

1817 ft northwest Low Remediation in progress greater than ¼ mile away, 
groundwater affected 

Via Gas Station/A&A Gas Station 
7474 Redwood Blvd, Novato 

Petroleum 
hydrocarbons 

Groundwater  
(drinking water well) 

Active; remediation 
in progress 

1820 ft north-northwest Low Remediation in progress greater than ¼ mile away, 
groundwater affected 

Shell Station 
7473 Redwood Blvd, Novato 

Petroleum 
hydrocarbons 

Unknown Active; site assessment 
underway 

1901 ft northwest Moderate Un-remediated case within ½ mile, groundwater potentially 
affected 

Novato Bus Facility 
801/810 Golden Gate Pl, Novato 

Petroleum 
hydrocarbons 

Groundwater Active; remediation 
in progress 

1993 ft north-northwest 
to 2514 ft north 

Low Remediation in progress greater than ¼ mile away, 
groundwater affected 

Mobil Unocal 
975 Diablo Ave, Novato 

Petroleum 
hydrocarbons 

Soil and  
groundwater 

Case closed 2201 ft west-southwest No Case closed 

Richfield Service Station 
950 Diablo Ave, Novato 

Petroleum 
hydrocarbons 

Groundwater Case closed 2260 ft west-southwest No Case closed 

Norge Laundry/Holiday Cleaners 
936-938 Diablo Ave, Novato 

VOCs Soil and  
groundwater 

Active; remediation 
in progress 

2328 ft west-southwest Low Remediation in progress greater than ¼ mile away, 
groundwater affected 

GTE Diablo 
911 Diablo Ave, Novato 

Petroleum 
hydrocarbons 

Groundwater Case closed 2474 ft west-southwest No Case closed 

Golden Gate Business Park 
Franklin Ave, Novato 

Solid waste None No hazard exists; no 
further action required 

3278 ft south-southeast No No hazard exists 

Marin County Health 
501 Davidson St, Novato 

Petroleum 
hydrocarbons 

Not reported Remediation complete; 
case closed 

3414 ft southeast No Case closed 

Source: EDR 2008; SWRCB 2008. 
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Three of the releases listed in Table C.5-2 have a moderate potential to affect soil and groundwater beneath 
the Downtown Novato Station site. The first is located at 879 Sweetser Ave, approximately 1,033 feet west-
northwest of the station site. It is not known what types of hazardous materials were released at this loca-
tion, or whether groundwater has been affected. This is an active case in which a leak is being confirmed. 
This potential leak is conservatively categorized as having a moderate potential to affect soil and ground-
water at the station site primarily due to a lack of information about the nature of the spill. The second 
documented release is located at 875 Olive Avenue, approximately 1,815 feet north-northwest of the sta-
tion site. This is an active case in which petroleum hydrocarbons leaked from an underground fuel storage 
tank, groundwater beneath the property has been affected, and remediation has not yet begun. This leak is 
categorized as having a moderate potential to affect soil and groundwater at the station site because the 
documented spill has affected groundwater, has not undergone remediation, and is located within 0.5 miles 
of the site. The third release is located at 7473 Redwood Boulevard, approximately 1,901 feet northwest of 
the station site. This is an active case in which petroleum hydrocarbons leaked from an underground fuel 
storage tank, groundwater beneath the property is potentially affected, and remediation has not yet begun. 
This leak is categorized as having a moderate potential to affect soil and groundwater at the station site 
because the documented spill has potentially affected groundwater, has not undergone remediation, and is 
located within 0.5 miles of the site. 

Lead in soils near roadways attributed to the historic use of lead in gasoline is referred to as aerially depos-
ited lead (ADL). The presence of ADL in soils is not considered to pose a threat to the public; however, it 
is considered to have the potential to impact the environment if offsite disposal of the soil is necessary. 
Various studies have been performed in the Bay Area that have identified ADL in soils near roadways attrib-
uted to the use of lead in gasoline, which was phased out beginning in the mid-1970s. Because the site is 
bordered by Grant, Reichert, and Railroad Avenues, there is the potential to encounter lead-contaminated 
soil during construction of the Downtown Novato Station. 

Impacts 

Impacts associated with encountering existing hazardous materials or introducing hazardous materials would be 
the same as or less severe than impacts identified for the proposed project in the 2005 DEIR (Section 3.4) 
and clarified in the 2006 FEIR. Impact HM-1 (potential for encountering phenol, creosol or ADL during con-
struction) relates primarily to trackwork, right-of-way shoulder, re-grading bridge excavations, and road cross-
ing upgrades along the project corridor. Public and worker exposure to these materials is identified as less 
than significant in 2006 FEIR Impact HM-1. Construction and operation-related limited use of hazardous 
materials is addressed in 2006 FEIR Impact HM-4, which was identified as less than significant. Potential 
impacts specific to construction of the Downtown Novato Station are discussed in Impact HM-2, below. 

Impact HM-2: In areas where soil excavation or excavation to shallow or perched groundwater is 
anticipated, there is a low potential to encounter contaminated soil and groundwater. (Less than 
significant) 

Three facilities were identified near the Downtown Novato Station site that have a moderate potential to affect 
soil and groundwater beneath the station site. Although the station site is in the general vicinity of hazard-
ous materials releases, none of these releases is located within 1000 feet of the limits of the station property. 
Furthermore, due to the minimal excavation required and minimal potential to encounter groundwater dur-
ing construction of the station site, contaminated soil and groundwater from substances migrating away 
from these nearby contaminated properties are unlikely to be encountered during station construction. Con-
struction at the site would be subject to strict regulatory precautions, as identified in the 2006 FEIR. The risk 
of encountering contaminated soil or groundwater during construction of the Downtown Novato Station 
would therefore be less than significant as the provisions of Mitigation Measure HM-2 (sampling, reporting, 
and proper cleanup of hazardous materials) would be implemented in accordance with law (as set forth in 
the 2006 FEIR). No additional mitigation is required. 
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C.5.1.7  Land Use and Policy Considerations 

Setting 

The Downtown Novato site is within the urban setting of the city, immediately adjacent to the railroad 
tracks on property owned by SMART. The site is a historic rail station, which has not been used for many 
years and is vacant, with the exception of the historic passenger depot building (see Cultural Resources, Sec-
tion C.5.1.4). A former historic freight building on the site was demolished due to hazardous conditions. 
Surrounding land uses include the new Whole Foods development behind and adjacent to the site, a com-
mercial structure adjacent to the rear property line, residential properties across the street on Railroad 
Avenue, and business uses to the northwest along Grant Avenue. The site is designated as Community 
Facilities (CF) in the City’s General Plan and zoned as Precise Development, with a Downtown Historic 
zoning overlay. Construction of the Whole Foods development is underway (February 2008), which includes 
using the station site as a staging area and using the street for construction-related parking. 

Impacts 

Construction-related land use impacts would be identical to those described in Section 3.11.6 of the SMART 
2005 DEIR and are negligible, as construction would not temporarily divide an established community, 
conflict with land use plans, nor result in the conversion of agricultural land. All construction should be 
confined to the site, avoiding the need for adjacent construction staging areas. Given current general plan 
and zoning designations, the presence of the railroad tracks, historic use as a station, and surrounding 
urban land uses, the site’s use as a station would be consistent with plans and policies. The site would be 
accessible from adjoining properties and would not present physical features that divide the community. 

Consistent with the beneficial Land Use Impact LU-2 identified in the SMART 2005 DEIR, the rail sta-
tion would be supportive of existing commercial and residential uses in the nearby area. Furthermore, rail 
ridership is expected to be higher at this location than at the original Roblar Drive Station site. 

C.5.1.8  Noise and Vibration 

Setting 

Ambient noise levels in the vicinity of the Downtown Novato Station site were found to be 64 dBA Ldn 
at Railroad Avenue and West Orange Avenue (Table 3.7-3, 2005 DEIR), a level influenced by Highway 
101 about 500 feet away from the noise measurement site. The noise measurement site is about 1,000 feet 
north of the Downtown Novato Station site, and the noise level at the station site would be similar 
because it is a similar distance from Highway 101. Vehicle traffic on the two streets which front the sta-
tion site contributes to local noise levels. Also, when construction of the Whole Foods complex adjacent 
to the station site is completed, additional noise will be added from vehicles entering and exiting the com-
mercial establishment. Residential uses are located across the street from the station site, along Railroad 
Avenue. 

Impacts 

Noise impacts from train pass-bys and horn noise are addressed in the 2006 FEIR Impacts N-2 and N-5. 
Noise impacts associated with the station are addressed below and are consistent with the findings of the 
2006 FEIR, which determined that impacts at stations would be less than significant. 
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Impact N-1: The proposed project would temporarily cause increased noise levels associated with 
construction equipment and activities. (Less than significant) 

Constructing the Downtown Novato Station would involve construction-related noise in the vicinity of 
eight multi-family residential land uses. Construction-related impacts were identified in the SMART 2006 
FEIR and there is no change in the significance of these impacts. As with the construction-related impacts 
described for the SMART project analyzed in the certified 2006 FEIR, construction noise would be lim-
ited to the vicinity of the stations and project sites, and local sound control and noise level rules, regula-
tions, and ordinances would apply to the construction contractor. The localized and temporary nature of 
construction noise would ensure that this impact is less than significant. 

Impact N-2: Train operations would cause a permanent increase in ambient noise levels in the proj-
ect vicinity. (Less than significant) 

Operating the Downtown Novato Station would result in noise from auto and shuttle drop-offs and idling 
trains for a few minutes near multi-family residences that would be about 100 feet from the station site. 
Based on existing ambient noise levels and the daily noise levels associated with operation of other proj-
ect stations analyzed in the 2006 FEIR, the Downtown Novato Station would not cause noise exceeding 
the FTA criteria for a significant impact, and the long-term noise increase in the station vicinity would be 
less than significant. 

C.5.1.9  Public Safety 
Safety provisions, such as security services, station lighting and fencing at the Downtown Novato site, 
would be identical to those features identified for other proposed stations in Section 2.5.4 of the 2005 
DEIR. These features are designed to minimize safety and security risks to passengers, pedestrians, vehicles, 
and pathway users. The main difference in station design, compared to the other Novato South Station 
alternatives, would be a lack of a park-and-ride facility at the Downtown Novato site. 

Impacts on public safety at the Downtown Novato site would not occur above the level of impact evalu-
ated in the SMART 2005 DEIR and 2006 FEIR, as public safety provisions would not change. As identi-
fied in the 2005 DEIR, all impacts would be less than significant. Refer to DEIR Section 3.12 and FEIR 
Master Response P for a discussion of impacts on public safety. 

C.5.1.10  Visual Resources 

Setting 

The site for the Downtown Novato Station Alternative would be located within Visual Analysis Area 13 as 
described in the SMART 2005 DEIR, comprising the viewshed between Petaluma and downtown Novato. The 
station site is at the eastern terminus of Grant Avenue, Novato’s downtown main street, where the existing 
historic Downtown Passenger Depot building is located. As shown in Figure C.5-2a, Existing View – Novato 
Downtown Station Alternative Site, the station site is visually isolated from the Grant Avenue main street 
by a 45-degree jog in the road in the easternmost block of Grant Avenue, which interrupts sight lines down 
Grant Avenue. The station viewshed thus consists primarily of the immediate Railroad Avenue streetscape. 

The existing visual quality of this viewshed is moderate, currently dominated by residential apartments 
east of Railroad Avenue, the railroad right-of-way, and some existing industrial material storage at the 
northwest corner of the intersection of Grant and Railroad Avenues. The shoulder of Railroad Avenue adja-
cent to the station site lacks curbs, and is currently used for vehicle parking, constituting an informal parking 
lot that blocks views of the historic depot and imparts a visually compromised character much of the time.  
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 Figure C.5-2a.  Existing View of Downtown Novato Station Site 
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 Figure C.5-2b.  Simulation of Future Downtown Novato Station Fi
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The site immediately to the west is currently undergoing development into a large Whole Foods mixed-use 
development. Upon completion, that facility will tend to visually dominate the viewshed due to its greater 
scale in comparison to adjoining existing structures. 

Impacts and Mitigation Measures 

Impacts V-1 (temporary construction-related visual disturbance) and V-2 (station nighttime light) would be 
the same as or less severe than described in the SMART 2005 DEIR Section 3.13 for other station sites 
and would be less than significant. Because no parking lot is proposed in this location, new outdoor lighting 
would be minimal. SMART has included in its environmental compliance measures a commitment to 
reducing light and glare (see 2006 FEIR p. 4-11). In addition, although not required, the 2005 DEIR Mitiga-
tion Measure V-2 provides more details on the type of lighting design that should be considered. Impact 
V-5 (improvement in visual quality) is a beneficial effect, which is discussed below. 

A photosimulation was prepared for the site to portray future visual conditions at the site after station com-
pletion. For purposes of comparison, both existing conditions and future development photos are presented. 
The view of existing and future conditions in Figures C.5-2a and C.5-2b is from the intersection of Rail-
road Avenue and Grant Avenue, facing south. 

Impact V-5: Presence of the station would improve visual quality of the site. (Beneficial) 

As depicted in Figure C.5-2b, Simulation of Future Downtown Novato Station, development of the station 
would result in a visual improvement to the immediate viewshed, increasing visual unity and intactness 
through the introduction of curbs, uniform paving, unified fixtures and landscaping. Visual quality would also 
be improved through visual buffering and definition of the station setting by a proposed row of trees west 
of the station. Visual connection to Grant Avenue could be moderately enhanced by the visibility of a 
portion of the station plaza and historic passenger depot structure in views along the main street’s axis. 
Overall, the station would represent a visual enhancement to the existing setting. 

C.5.2  IGNACIO WYE SITE 

C.5.2.1  Transportation 

Setting 

Local Intersection Operations and Vehicle Access 

The Ignacio Wye site is located in the southeast quadrant of the Highway 101 and 37 interchange. It would 
have access from both directions (i.e., northbound and southbound) on Highway 101, Highway 37, and 
South Novato Boulevard via the Marsh Drive and Hanna Ranch Road ramps from Highway 37. 

Dowling Associates did machine (“hose”) counts on Friday through Sunday, September 7–9, 2007 at both 
of these ramps. Both ramps were found to be very lightly used. The Marsh Drive ramps carried a total of 
128 vehicles in 24 hours on Friday, 168 on Saturday, and 122 on Sunday. The highest hourly volume 
found was 17 vehicles, which is extremely low. On the same days, the Hanna Ranch Road (westbound oriented 
ramps) had 120 vehicles on Friday, 131 on Saturday, and 130 on Sunday. The highest hourly volume observed 
was 16 vehicles. 

Because there are no nearby intersections, no intersection level of service could be computed. However, 
with a station at this site, it is estimated that the entry driveway to the station parking lot would operate at 
LOS A during peak hours (see Table C.5-1) due to existing very low levels of use. 
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A visual inspection of the ramps indicates that they were probably built in the 1960s to less than current 
design standards for length and acceleration/deceleration. 

Connecting Transit and Shuttle Services (Existing and Proposed) 

There are currently no transit services within walking distance of the Ignacio site, although several GGT bus 
routes operate on Highway 101 without stopping in the vicinity. GGT Routes 52 and 54 leave Highway 
101 and exit at South Novato Boulevard; southbound buses on these routes make the reverse movement. 

A SMART shuttle route would be established for the station. No other transit service is proposed for the 
site. If bus service were to be provided to the site, the access to the site would be particularly circuitous 
for through buses, involving several minutes of additional travel time compared to an “on line” bus pad. 
As an example, a bus traveling south on South Novato Boulevard headed for San Rafael would use the flyover 
connecting South Novato Boulevard to Highway 37 eastbound, use the hook ramp to make a U-turn at Marsh 
Drive, circulate within the station, make a left out of the center to Hanna Ranch Road, get on the Highway 
37–101 southbound connector, then merge into Highway 101 southbound traffic. 

Impact Summary 

Ridership Potential and Parking Demand 

In contrast to the Downtown Novato Station Alternative, this site would be almost entirely oriented toward 
park-and-ride users. Although there is a large population within a half mile air-line radius of the site—
6,300 according to the 2000 Census, virtually no one lives within a quarter-mile or even half-mile walk-
ing distance due to the barrier effect of Highway 101 and the associated ramps. Most of the area to the 
north and east is undeveloped and protected from development in the future. For example, the Petaluma 
Marsh Wildlife Area (Novato Creek Unit) abuts much of the nearby land north of Highway 37 and east of 
the railroad tracks. 

Based on the site’s limited accessibility and absence of land uses in close proximity, the estimated passen-
ger boardings are 50 to 60 (compared to about 94 at the Roblar Drive Station site). The proposed parking supply 
would be more than sufficient to accommodate demand at this site. 

Bicycle and Pedestrian Circulation 

Although there is a short segment (approximately one mile) of the Bay Trail built adjacent to this site, the 
bicycle and pedestrian accessibility to the site is very poor for the developed residential areas west of the 
freeway. There is some possibility of adding to the existing structures in order to accommodate bicycles 
and pedestrians, but this is likely to be very expensive given the size and complexity of the interchange. It 
would also require Caltrans’ approval. 

Rail Operations 

The Ignacio Station would be located near MP 25.8, approximately 1.4 miles north of the Roblar site, three 
miles south of the North Novato site, and 6.1 miles north of the Marin Civic Center site. This spacing between 
stations is adequate and would not impact rail schedules. 
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Impacts and Mitigation Measures 

Impact T-11: The Ignacio Wye site would increase potential traffic hazards by adding traffic to 
freeway ramps that do not meet current design standards. (Significant unavoidable) 

The Marsh Road/Hanna Ranch Road ramps to Highway 37 are located less than a half mile from the High-
way 101/37 interchange, whereas current Caltrans standards call for a two-mile spacing of a street/free-
way interchange to a freeway/freeway interchange. This configuration results in short weaving distances. 
A weaving section is a length of one-way roadway where vehicles are crossing paths, changing lanes, or 
merging with through traffic as they enter or exit a freeway or collector-distributor road. As an example, 
the weaving distance between the Hanna Ranch Road onramp to westbound Highway 37, and the Highway 
37 connectors to Highway 101, is only 600-700 feet. Caltrans’ Highway Design Manual, 6th edition, 2006, 
states that, “On main freeway lanes the weaving length…should not be less than 1,600 feet except where 
excessive cost or severe environmental constraints would require consideration of a shorter length.” (p. 500-38). 
Mitigation would require reconstructing existing ramps and/or relocating the existing ramps farther to the 
east on Highway 37, ideally at least 1.5 miles, to meet the two-mile spacing standard. This would be costly 
(probably several million dollars), would make the ramps far less convenient, and may not be feasible due 
to potential impacts on wetlands. Given the low traffic volumes that use these ramps, it is unlikely Caltrans 
would consider expending significant funds to relocate the ramps to accommodate the SMART project. 
Therefore, these mitigation measures have not been further studied. 

C.5.2.2  Air Quality 
The Ignacio Wye Site Alternative would generate dust and other criteria pollutant emissions during con-
struction, but no sensitive land uses would be nearby. Standard dust and equipment exhaust control mea-
sures that have been incorporated into the project and would be implemented during construction to mini-
mize construction emissions would ensure that this impact is less than significant. 

The Ignacio Wye Site Alternative would cause idling of trains for a few minutes a day in an area that does 
not include nearby sensitive receptors. Therefore, no impact from localized concentrations of pollutants 
(Impact AQ-6) would occur. 

C.5.2.3  Biological Resources 

Setting 

The vegetation, habitat and land cover types at this 4.16-acre site include: Coastal Freshwater Marsh, Mixed 
Scrub, Blackberry Scrub, Blackberry Wetland (possibly), Riparian Scrub, ruderal vegetation, barren land 
(some or all of which may qualify as wetlands or waters, as discussed below), and a landscaped area (planted 
trees) (Figure C.5-3). Descriptions of these vegetation and habitat types are in Section 3.9.3, and 
Appendix H of the SMART 2005 DEIR. The access road connecting Marsh Road to the station would be 
located between Marsh Road and the northernmost railroad tracks. The vegetation, habitat and land cover 
types of this area include: Blackberry Scrub, barren land, ruderal vegetation and a landscaped area con-
sisting of several large planted trees of Australian pine (Casuarina sp.). 

Most of the site consists of barren land regularly used by dirt bikes and other off-road vehicles for recrea-
tion (3.29 acres). Within the central barren area are many shallow, unvegetated depressions that pond water, 
which appear to have been created by off-road vehicle use. Some of this area was vegetated as recently as 
three years ago, based on aerial photographs. The recent DEIR/S for the Novato Narrows project (Cal-
trans 2007) did not map this area as wetland; however, some or all of the central barren area may qualify as 
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Figure C.5-3.  Vegetation and Land Cover Types: Novato South Station, Ignacio Wye Alternative 
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wetlands or Waters of the United States (U.S.) according to the recently released Interim Regional Supple-
ment to the Corps of Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual: Western Mountains, Valleys and Coast Region 
(ACOE 2006), also known as the Arid West Supplement. Informal discussions with the San Francisco office 
of the ACOE, and with the CDFG, followed by a formal wetland delineation (if needed) is recommended 
to determine the jurisdictional status of this habitat. Typically, a formal wetland delineation and review by 
the Corps does not take place until final site design. 

The large central barren area is surrounded on the west and south mainly by ruderal vegetation, with small 
patches (0.04 acres total) of Mixed Scrub that consist largely of coyote brush (Baccharis pilularis) stands, and 
Blackberry Scrub (0.058 acres total) dominated by Himalayan blackberry (Rubus discolor). Some areas mapped 
as Blackberry Scrub may qualify as jurisdictional wetlands (Blackberry Wetland) if wetland soils and hydrol-
ogy are present. If this site is further considered, at final design stage, a protocol-level wetland delineation would 
be needed to determine whether any of these areas qualify as wetlands, and to measure precise jurisdictional 
wetland acreages. One small patch (0.0065 acres, 285m²) of Riparian Scrub composed of an isolated stand 
of shrubby willows (Salix sp.) is located near the southernmost tip of the site. Near the northernmost site 
boundary is a small area (0.0039 acres, 170m²) of Coastal Freshwater Marsh dominated by cat-tails (Typha 
sp.) that is associated with Cheda Creek. This wetland is within site boundaries (see Figure C.5-3). It is 
connected to additional off-site marsh habitat that could be affected indirectly by site development. 
Figure C.5-4.  Ignacio Wye Site 

Typical wildlife species expected at the 
Ignacio Wye site, include those species 
associated with ruderal habitats such as 
striped skunk, Virginia opossum and a 
variety of passerine birds including lesser 
goldfinch and American crow. The 
shrubs and grassy vegetation could also 
provide roosting, perching, or nesting 
habitat for other bird species (see Fig-
ure C.5-4) 

There is low quality suitable habitat for 
special-status plants at this site (see 
Table C.2-5), consisting of Coastal Fresh-
water Marsh, Mixed Scrub and Ripar-
ian Scrub. The likelihood of finding 
special-status plants at this site is low. 
The site has low potential to support any 
special-status wildlife species. California 
horned lark, a California species of spe-
cial concern, is the only species with 
moderate potential to occur at the site. 
 
Based on site visits in October and November 2007, invasive non-native plant species recognized by Cal-
IPC (2006, 2007) as having moderate to high impacts on natural habitat or listed by CDFA (2006) that are 
common at this site include: wild fennel, Himalayan blackberry, French broom, yellow star-thistle, Harding 
grass, giant reed (Arundo donax), and Fuller’s teasel. 

Impacts and Mitigation Measures 
Potential impacts on biological resources at the Ignacio Wye Station site are generally similar to or less 
severe than described for the proposed project in the 2006 FEIR. All of these impacts, as identified for the 
proposed project in the 2006 FEIR, can be mitigated to levels that are less than significant by implement-
ing the mitigation measures identified in the 2006 FEIR and summarized below. 

Figure C.5-4.  Ignacio Wye Site 
Central barren area with patches of ruderal vegetation, looking north with the 
Highway 37 connector in background. 
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Impact BR-4 (WEEDS): The proposed project could result in the introduction or spread of noxious 
weeds in the project area. (Significant mitigable) 

See Section C.5.1.3 for a general discussion of this impact. Development of the Ignacio Wye Station site 
is likely to result in a net long-term reduction in weed presence at the site if it is landscaped and weeds are 
controlled on a consistent basis. Potential impacts from the inadvertent spread of the weeds listed in the 
setting can be reduced to a level of insignificance through implementation of appropriate elements of 2006 
FEIR Mitigation Measure BR-4. 

Impact BR-5 (PERM WETLANDS): The proposed project would result in the loss or alteration of 
wetlands/Waters of the United States. (Significant mitigable) 

Impacts on wetlands are described under Impact BR-5 in the 2006 FEIR (p. 4-64). For the Ignacio Wye 
Station site, permanent loss or alteration of Coastal Freshwater Marsh (likely to be less than 0.01 acres), 
Riparian Scrub (see Appendix H, SMART 2005 DEIR) and Blackberry Wetland (if present) could result 
from construction and other site development activities. In addition, if any of the barren central area of the 
site, mapped as 3.29 acres, qualifies as jurisdictional wetland/waters, then additional wetlands or waters 
could be permanently lost or altered. A formal wetland delineation, using procedures approved by the 
ACOE, would be needed to determine whether any of these wetlands qualify as jurisdictional and to cal-
culate the precise acreage of the potential impact. Construction activities would require coordination with, 
and authorization from, the ACOE and RWQCB (and possibly other agencies). Wetland impacts can be 
mitigated to less than significant levels by redesign of the site and/or habitat restoration. A portion or all 
of the wetlands on the edge of the site can be avoided with the following new measure. 

Mitigation Measure BR-16 [NEW]: Design the Ignacio Wye Station to avoid on-site 
wetlands. 

The level of impact reduction from this mitigation measure depends on the total amount of jurisdictional 
wetland found to be present at the site and the extent to which it can be avoided. For any wetlands that can-
not be avoided, conformance with resource agency permit conditions and requirements, and implementation 
of 2006 Final EIR Mitigation Measures BR-5a and BR-5b, which call for habitat restoration (see complete 
text of measures in 2006 FEIR pp. 4-64, 4-65), would reduce this impact to a less than significant level. 
SMART has committed to developing a habitat restoration plan, in consultation with appropriate agencies. 
This commitment is listed in the 2006 FEIR environmental compliance measures (FEIR p. 4-12). 

Impact BR-7 (RIPARIAN): The proposed project would result in the loss or alteration of riparian 
vegetation. (Less than significant) 

Riparian habitats are considered sensitive by the resource agencies because of their high value to wildlife 
and because of the substantial cumulative loss and degradation of these habitats regionally within the last 
50 years. Removal of riparian vegetation could reduce potential nesting and cover sites for animals, reduce 
beneficial shading of watercourses and potentially affect bank stability. Development of the Ignacio Wye 
Station site could result in the loss or alteration of approximately 0.0065 acres of Riparian Scrub habitat. 
This small amount of habitat loss is not significant. Although not required, moving the station plan’s south-
ernmost boundary north by approximately 100 feet would avoid impacts on this habitat. 

Impact BR-10 (S-S PLANTS): The proposed project could result in the loss of individuals or habitat 
of special-status plant species. (Significant mitigable) 

There is low quality suitable habitat for special-status plants at this site and the likelihood of finding special-
status plants at this site is low. Despite the low likelihood for special-status plants to occur, the impact is 
identified as potentially significant, in the event that species are found at the site. 

The proposed project analyzed in the SMART 2005 DEIR and 2006 FEIR includes environmental com-
pliance measures intended to minimize impacts on sensitive plants and their habitats. Furthermore, SMART 
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has committed to conducting additional special-status surveys prior to project implementation, consistent with 
CDFG requirements. If any special-status plant species are detected during pre-construction protocol-level 
surveys, and individual plants or populations cannot be avoided during final project design, this impact would 
be potentially significant according to CEQA Guidelines Section 15065, but mitigable to a level that is 
less than significant by implementation of 2006 FEIR Mitigation Measures 8a and 8b. These measures 
call for protocol botanical surveys and restoration of any disturbed sensitive species (if present). Imple-
mentation of these measures would be subject to consultation with natural resource agencies during the 
permitting phase. If required, a translocation and monitoring plan subject to resource agency approval would 
be prepared and implemented. 

Impact BR-3 (NESTING BIRDS): There could be disturbance of nesting birds due to construction 
activities. (Significant mitigable) 

Construction activities could affect raptors and other birds nesting in vegetation or built structures in or adja-
cent to work areas. Although birds (at least some species) could nest anywhere on the Ignacio Wye site, 
the most likely area to support nesting birds is the Mixed Scrub habitat at the southern end of the site. Trim-
ming or removal of vegetation could destroy or disturb active nests. Equipment noise, vibration, lighting 
and other human-related disturbance could disrupt nesting, feeding or other life cycle activities, and could 
cause nest abandonment or nesting failure. Implementation of 2006 FEIR Mitigation Measure BR-3a would 
reduce this impact to a less than significant level. 

C.5.2.4  Cultural Resources 

Setting 

There are no existing structures at this location, aside from infrastructure associated with the freeways, 
which cross over the APE. The existing APE for the Ignacio Wye site is primarily a dirt area underneath the 
overpasses at the junction of Highways 37 and 101. The area appears to be previously disturbed and mod-
ified No potentially significant historic architectural resources or prehistoric or historical archaeological 
resources were identified within the APE during the cultural resources investigation. 

The records search resulted in the identification of three prehistoric sites, CA-MRN-319, -170, and P-21-000685, 
and two historic sites, P-21-2586 and P-21-2618, within a 0.5-mile radius of the Ignacio Wye Station site. 
P-21-2618 is a recorded segment of the NWP railroad itself in the SMART right-of-way (Gallagher 2006). 
The elements of the Railroad which have been determined eligible for listing in the NRHP (OHP 2006), 
including associated structures that are located along the Northwestern Pacific Railroad (SMART corri-
dor) in Larkspur and San Rafael, are well outside the APE for this station site. However, the presence of 
the three prehistoric sites, including CA-MRN-170 which is located within 0.25 miles of the APE, does 
indicate that the APE is potentially sensitive for the presence of prehistoric archaeological deposits. For 
additional information regarding the environment, ethnography, prehistory, and history of the APE, see Sections 
3.14 and 3.15 of the SMART 2005 DEIR. 

Impacts 

Impact CR-4: Ground disturbing construction activities could adversely affect unknown potentially 
significant subsurface cultural materials in the vicinity of the station site. (Significant mitigable) 

One prehistoric archaeological site is located less than 0.25 miles from the Ignacio Wye Station site and 
four additional prehistoric archaeological sites are within 0.5 miles of the site. This indicates that the Ignacio 
Wye Station APE is sensitive for the presence of previously unidentified prehistoric archaeological deposits. 
Implementation of 2005 DEIR Mitigation Measures AR-2 and AR-3 would ensure that any impacts associ-
ated with encountering previously unknown cultural materials would be less than significant. 
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C.5.2.5  Geology and Hydrology 

Setting 

The Ignacio Wye site is located on Young Bay Mud (YBM) soil. The YBM consists of soft compressible 
silts, clays and occasionally peat. These materials are very weak (up to 45 feet in thickness) and are sus-
ceptible to settlement when loaded with fill. YBM soils have high settlement and ground deformation poten-
tial and low liquefaction potential. The site is not located on expansive soils. The site is not located in an 
Alquist-Priolo earthquake zone. 

The Ignacio Wye site is located at an approximate elevation of 9 feet msl. Groundwater flow direction nearby 
the site trends to the east. Groundwater depth in the vicinity of the site is between 4.43 feet bgs and 7.73 bgs. 
The site is within the 100-year floodplain (FEMA 1989b). 

Petaluma Marsh is the only waterbody within 0.5 miles of the Ignacio Wye site. Petaluma Marsh is located 
approximately 0.2 miles north-northwest of the site, and is not listed as an impaired waterbody on the 
Clean Water Act (CWA) Section 303(d) List of Water Quality Limited Segments (Winzler & Kelly 2004; 
USEPA 2002). Petaluma Marsh interacts tidally with nearby San Pablo Bay. Development of the Ignacio 
Wye site would increase the impermeable surface area by approximately 30,000 square feet. 

Impacts 

Geological and hydrological impacts associated with development of the Ignacio Wye Station site are 
generally less severe than impacts identified for the proposed project in the 2005 DEIR and 2006 FEIR. 
No new impacts in these issue areas were identified during review for the SEIR. Because the site is flat 
and would require only minor excavations, potential impacts associated with erosion (2006 FEIR Impacts 
G-1 and G-3) and geologic stability (Impacts G-2 and G-7) would be avoided. The proposed project includes 
provisions to contain runoff during construction, so surface runoff from station construction would be inter-
cepted with appropriate containment devices. 

The site is not crossed by an active or potentially active fault, so there is little potential for fault rupture 
(Impact G-5). Other seismic hazards would be the same as, or less severe than, described for the proposed 
project in the 2006 FEIR. Liquefaction potential at the site is low, so impacts associated with this seismic 
hazard would be less than identified for the project as a whole (Impact G-6). 

The potential for groundshaking from earthquakes is described in Impact G-4 (groundshaking from earth-
quakes) in the 2005 DEIR and 2006 FEIR. All project components would be subject to this impact and the 
same mitigation identified in the 2006 FEIR (Mitigation Measure G-4) would apply. Impact G-8 (corrosive 
soils) would be the same as for the Downtown Novato site, discussed in Section C.5.1.5. Impact WR-4 
(increased runoff) would not be greater than discussed in the 2005 DEIR and 2006 FEIR for the proposed 
project because development of the Ignacio Wye site would substitute for the development of the proposed 
Novato South site, providing an equivalent impervious surface area (approximately 30,000 square feet). 

C.5.2.6  Hazardous Materials 

Setting 

There have been four documented releases of hazardous materials within the search area of the Ignacio 
Wye Station site (see Section C.2 for a definition of the search area). Table C.5-3 summarizes the facili-
ties in the vicinity of the station site. None of these sites has a potential to affect soil and groundwater 
beneath the station site due to their status of complete remediation. 
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Table C.5-3.  Summary of Areas of Concern – Ignacio Wye Station 

Site Name & Address 
Contamination 

Suspected 
Media 

Affected Site Status 
Distance 

from Station 

Potential  
to Affect 
Station Rationale 

Marin Products Co Inc 
55 Frosty Ln, Ignacio 

Petroleum 
hydrocarbons 

Soil Case closed 2250 ft  
south-southeast 

No Case closed 

Omniglow Corporation 
20C Pimentel Ct, Novato 

VOC Soil No further  
action required 

3135 ft  
southeast 

No Remediation 
complete 

Tile West 
11 Hamilton Dr, Novato 

Petroleum 
hydrocarbons 

Ground-
water 

Case closed 4301 ft  
south-southeast 

No Case closed 

Exxon RAS #7-9259 
490 Ignacio Blvd, Novato 

Petroleum 
hydrocarbons 

Ground-
water 

Case closed 4773 ft  
south 

No Case closed 

Source: EDR 2008; SWRCB 2008. 
 

Impacts 

Impacts associated with encountering existing hazardous materials or introducing hazardous materials would 
be the same as or less severe than impacts identified for the proposed project in the 2005 DEIR (Section 
3.4) and clarified in the 2006 FEIR. Because the site is located adjacent to Marsh Drive and a portion of 
the site is located beneath the Highway 37 onramp, there is the potential to encounter lead-contaminated 
soil during construction of the Ignacio Wye Station. This potential effect, which is evaluated in 2006 FEIR 
Impact HM-1, would be the same as identified for the Downtown Novato site (less than significant), as 
discussed in Section C.5.1.6. 

C.5.2.7  Land Use and Policy Considerations 

Setting 

The Wye Site is vacant and is surrounded by open space and highway infrastructure, with no other devel-
oped land uses in the immediate vicinity (except a segment of the Bay Trail). The closest residential or 
other urban use is on the opposite (west) side of Highway 101. Governed by the City of Novato General 
Plan, the site is designated Light Industrial Office and is zoned Precise Development with a Baylands over-
lay designation. 

Impacts 

There are no land use impacts associated with this site. Use of the adjacent Bay Trail may be temporarily 
disrupted during construction, but this short-term impact (a matter of days) is negligible. The site would 
not present physical features that divide the community. It should be noted that this site would not achieve 
the same land use benefit (LU-2) of supporting existing commercial uses and providing opportunities for 
mixed-use development as other alternative sites. 

C.5.2.8  Noise and Vibration 
Given the existing ambient noise levels, which include noise from adjacent Highways 101 and 37, and the 
absence of any nearby sensitive land uses, noise impacts at this site would be minor. Neither construction 
noise nor operations noise would result in an adverse impact on surrounding land uses. 
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C.5.2.9  Public Safety 
Safety provisions at the Ignacio Wye Site would be identical to features identified for other proposed sta-
tions in Section 2.5.4 of the 2005 DEIR. A lit parking lot would be provided for rail passengers. Impacts 
on public safety at the Ignacio Wye site would not occur above the level of impact evaluated in the 
SMART 2005 DEIR and 2006 FEIR, as public safety provisions would not change. As identified in the 
2005 DEIR, all impacts would be less than significant. Refer to DEIR Section 3.12 and FEIR p. 3.2-43 for a 
discussion of impacts on public safety at rail stations. 

C.5.2.10  Visual Resources 

Setting 

The Ignacio Wye Station Alternative would be located within Visual Analysis Area 16 as described in the 
SMART 2005 DEIR, comprising the viewshed along the SMART ROW between Highway 37 and Main 
Gate Road in the Hamilton area of Novato. The site occupies the southwest quadrant of the Highway 37/101 
interchange in southern Novato, adjoining the prominent, elevated freeway interchange structure to the north 
and west, and an electrical substation, sewage treatment plant, high-voltage transmission towers, and unde-
veloped low-lying baylands of San Pablo Bay to the south and east. Bel Marin Keys is located roughly 
one mile to the east of the site, but is not readily visible from the station site. Views of the Bay are obscured 
by distance and terrain. The principal scenic feature from the site is the view of wooded hillsides of Big 
Rock Ridge to the west. 

The degree of viewer exposure to this site is minimal. Potential viewers include motorists on the adjoin-
ing fly-over from northbound Highway 101 to eastbound Highway 37, who would have elevated views 
down to the site for roughly 10 seconds, and motorists on Marsh Drive—the principal access to the site—char-
acterized by very low current levels of traffic. In addition, a portion of the Bay Trail adjoins the site at its west-
ern boundary. Existing views to the site from the trail are dominated by prominent high-voltage transmis-
sion lines and railroad tracks. Existing visual quality of the Wye site is moderately low. 

Impacts 

Impacts V-1 (temporary construction-related visual disturbance) and V-2 (station nighttime light) would 
generally be similar to impacts described in the SMART 2005 DEIR Section 3.13 and would be negli-
gible or less than significant. Potentially sensitive viewers are virtually absent. Relatively small numbers 
of viewers on this segment of the Bay Trail could be affected by the sight of construction, but the visual 
quality of views from the trail in the vicinity of the site are currently moderately low, and anticipated 
impacts would thus be minor. Overall, construction-related impacts and nighttime lighting impacts at the 
Wye site would be less than at other station sites due to the absence of any surrounding sensitive land 
uses. Impact V-5 (improvement in visual quality) is a beneficial effect, which is discussed below. 

Impact V-5: Presence of the station would improve visual quality of the site. (Beneficial) 

A station at the Ignacio Wye site would introduce a developed urban character to the existing undeveloped 
site. The resulting change in the moderately low existing visual quality of the site would be neutral in the 
short term and, with maturation of landscaping, potentially beneficial in the long term. Because of the low 
level of viewer exposure, the potential for adverse impacts is negligible. A small number of potentially 
sensitive recreational viewers on the adjoining Bay Trail would encounter a more urbanized view in this 
segment of the trail; however, that segment is currently dominated by the highway interchange, prominent 
transmission towers, and otherwise lacks notable scenic features. Therefore, the potential for adverse impacts 
on recreational viewers is negligible and may be beneficial. 
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C.5.3  HAMILTON SITE 
This site would be located near the crossing of Main Gate Road over the SMART tracks. Vehicular access would 
vary depending on the subalternative (site design option) selected. The freeway access would be via the 
Nave Drive, Alameda del Prado, and Ignacio Drive interchanges. As noted in the project description, three 
options have been developed for this general site, depending on their local street access and interior circu-
lation configuration. These three options are referred to as options A, B, and C and are described in detail and 
depicted in Section B.2.3.3 (Figures B-10a, B-10b and B-10c). In general, the location of the station platform 
and structures would be similar for all three options. The primary differences between options are as follows: 

• Option A – Station access would be from Main Gate Road only and transit buses and shuttles would 
circulate within the site to drop off and pick up passengers. A separate area within the site would be pro-
vided for auto drop-offs. 

• Option B – Station access would be via both Main Gate Road and North Hamilton Parkway, and would 
include an on-street bus pullout area for westbound buses on Main Gate Road. Eastbound buses would 
stop at the curbside on Main Gate Road and a marked crosswalk would be provided to the station site. 

• Option C – Vehicular access would be from North Hamilton Parkway only, with a bus pullout area (simi-
lar to Option B) on Main Gate Road for westbound buses. The eastbound bus drop off would be the same 
as Option B. 

All options would provide pedestrian and bicycle access from both North Hamilton Parkway and Main 
Gate Road. 

C.5.3.1  Transportation 

Setting 

Local Intersection Operations and Vehicle Access 

The three station access options described in Section B.2.3 and shown in Figures B-9, B-10 and B-11 
were evaluated for their impacts on five different intersections in the vicinity (see Table C.5-4). 

All the intersections studied currently operate within acceptable levels of service, except the STOP con-
trolled movement from southbound U.S. 101 at Alameda del Prado, which has relatively long delays (up 
to two minutes) during the AM peak hour.4 In the afternoon peak, the delays are considerably shorter (20 
seconds average). Access from Highway 101 is as follows: coming from the north, the station site is accessed 
via the Ignacio Boulevard ramps, with a return to the north using a straight-thru movement of Nave Drive 
at Ignacio Boulevard, which leads back onto Highway 101 northbound. Coming from the south, the sta-
tion site is accessed via the Alameda del Prado/Hamilton Field ramps, using a slip ramp that becomes Nave 
Drive northbound, to Hamilton Parkway. The return trip is made by a left turn at the Hamilton Parkway/
Nave Drive intersection, continuing on Nave Drive across the freeway, and then a right turn onto Alameda 
del Prado, and finally a right turn onto the hook ramp onto Highway 101 southbound. 

An intersection exists today where the connection to the station would be made, but it is blocked off by 
barriers. Because there is no traffic on the station access road approach, no existing level of service can be 
calculated. 

                                                      
4  A STOP controlled movement is one that encounters a STOP sign. 
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Table C.5-4.  2025 Traffic Level of Service – Hamilton Station Site Design Options 
  General Plan Buildout 
  AM Weekday  PM Weekday  Saturday 
Intersection Option LOS Delay  LOS Delay  LOS Delay 
Station Entrance & North Hamilton Parkway NP —— N/A ——  —— N/A ——  —— N/A —— 
Assumes stop sign control at station exit A —— N/A ——  —— N/A ——  —— N/A —— 
 B B 12.2  C 17.1  B 14.0 
 C B 12.3  C 18.0  B 14.3 

NP D 35.9  E 66.5  C 26.1 
A D 36.7  E 68.8  C 26.5 
B D 35.6  E 69.4  C 26.6 

Nave Drive & Hamilton Parkway 

C D 35.5  E 69.3  C 26.6 

NP C 
D 

27.4 
40.7 

 D 
F 

41.4 
140.9 

 C 
E 

24.6 
56.2 

A C 
D 

27.9 
44.1 

 D 
F 

43.1 
145.6 

 C 
E 

24.9 
58.4 

B C 
D 

27.6 
42.7 

 D 
F 

42.6 
144.9 

 C 
E 

24.8 
58.0 

Nave Drive & Main Gate Road 
(with mitigation described in text; values in bold 
italics represent unmitigated condition) 

C C 
D 

27.6 
40.6 

 D 
F 

41.6 
140.0 

 C 
E 

24.7 
55.9 

NP B 12.5  A 9.6  A 8.7 
A B 12.6  A 9.6  A 8.7 
B B 12.6  A 9.6  A 8.7 

Nave Drive & Hwy 101 Northbound  

C B 12.6  A 9.6  A 8.7 

NP B 
F 

16.6 
* 

 B 
F 

12.5 
66.4 

 B 
C 

11.2 
21.9 

A B  
F 

16.6 
* 

 B  
F 

12.5 
66.4 

 

 B  
C 

11.1 
21.9 

B B  
F 

16.6  
* 

 B  
F 

12.5 
66.4 

 B  
C 

11.1 
21.9 

Alameda del Prado & Hwy 101 Southbound 
(with mitigation of traffic signal; values in bold 
italics represent unmitigated condition) 

C B  
F 

16.6 
* 

 B  
F 

12.5 
66.4 

 B  
C 

11.1 
21.9 

Station Entrance & Main Gate Road NP —— N/A ——  —— N/A ——  —— N/A —— 
Assumes stop sign control at station exit A C 15.3  D 32.2  C 18.6 
 B C 16.0  D 30.4  C 18.4 
 C —— N/A ——  —— N/A ——  —— N/A —— 
N/A = not applicable to this particular site option. 
NP= No-Project Alternative. 
Delays shown are the average total control delay, in seconds per vehicle, based on HCM 2000 operations methodology. 
*Indicates delay would be greater than 100 seconds and cannot be reliably calculated. 
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In Option A, all vehicle traffic accessing the station would be from Main Gate Road, which is grade-
separated from the tracks via an existing bridge. In Options B and C, some or all of the traffic would use 
the existing at-grade crossing at North Hamilton Parkway, except traffic originating in the Hamilton 
neighborhood. 

Connecting Transit and Shuttle Services (Existing and Proposed) 

Current transit services near this station site include: 

• Hamilton Shuttle (Whistlestop Wheels), funded by the City of Novato, that connects Hamilton to the 
Alameda del Prado park-and-ride lot 

• GGT routes 49 and 58 on Hamilton Parkway and Main Gate Road 

• Other GGT routes on Nave Drive 

• The Marin Airporter terminal at 1455 North Hamilton Parkway, just off Nave Drive. The Marin Airporter 
provides service to the SFO airport hourly between 4 AM and 10 PM every day. 

Because the station site would be somewhat removed from the nearest freeway interchange and from High-
way 101, it is assumed not to be under consideration for a potential Novato bus transfer center for Marin 
County Transit. Like other Novato South Station alternatives, a SMART shuttle would be provided to serve 
the station. 

Impacts and Mitigation Measures 

Traffic Operations 

In the 2025 No-Project scenario, with Novato General Plan land uses, the vehicle delays at study intersec-
tions are likely to increase to a level in the PM peak hour that would not meet the City’s standard. Because 
the Hamilton Parkway approaches at the station exit would be uncontrolled, traffic exiting the station would 
have to wait until there are suitable gaps in the traffic stream to turn right or left into Hamilton Parkway. 

Ridership Potential and Parking Demand 

The 2000 Census indicates that there were 5,200 people living within a half mile, and a total of 10,100 
people within a mile of the proposed station site. The Hamilton Field Plan contains 985 proposed dwell-
ing units, and the Hamilton Army Airfield Reuse Plan Area contains an additional 1,171 proposed units.5 
In total, assuming the existing average household size in Novato of 2.57 persons, this would result in an 
additional 5,500 residents in the area after construction. In fact, the Hamilton site probably offers proximity 
to more new planned development in the immediate area than do any of the other station alternatives. 

One consideration that could affect future ridership at this station is the proposal for a Hamilton Town 
Center, near the corner of Palm Drive and Hamilton Parkway, less than a third of a mile from this station 
site. However, as of the time of writing, there was no concrete application or plan for the Hamilton Town 
Center project.6 Discussions are continuing about possible uses of this site, but there are no firm details as 
yet. It is likely that any development in this area would increase the ridership of this station alternative. 

                                                      
5 Data provided by Hans Grunt, City Planner, City of Novato, in a fax to Dowling Associates, 10/18/07. 
6 Information provided by Hans Grunt via telecommunication, 10/18/07. 
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Given these factors, it is estimated that the 2025 weekday boarding passengers would be in the range of 
220 to 255, with approximately 40 to 50 percent of the boardings attributable to those working in the area, 
and the remainder (50 to 60 percent) from residents living in the area. 

The estimated station parking demand would be 100 to 150 spaces at peak occupancy. With 150 potential 
parking spaces, the site would have enough parking to accommodate park-and-ride demand. Note that one 
boarding passenger does not equal one parking space, because for some, the Hamilton Station would be 
their “work” station, from which they would walk or take a shuttle or transit to/from the station. 

Bicycle and Pedestrian Circulation 

All three Hamilton Station options have direct pedestrian and bicycle access to Main Gate Road, via stairs 
and an ADA-compliant ramp. This would put the station within walking distance (a quarter mile, or less) 
of the proposed Hamilton Town Center. Option A provides a sidewalk adjacent to the west side of the sta-
tion access road connecting to Main Gate Road, and a bicycle/pedestrian pathway access to the platform 
from North Hamilton Parkway. Option B would provide similar access for pedestrian and bicycles. Option C, 
because it has no vehicular access to Main Gate Road, would provide pedestrian/bicycle access to Main 
Gate Road via a ramp and stairs positioned somewhat closer to the SMART tracks. 

Rail Operations 

Because the station platform is the same for all three Hamilton options, there are no differences in the rail oper-
ations impacts between these options. The station, which would be located near MP 23.7, would be located 
approximately 5.1 miles south of North Novato Station, and approximately four miles north of the Marin 
Civic Center Station. This spacing provides adequate distance to achieve favorable interstation running times 
and speeds. 

Impact T-2: The Hamilton Station Alternative would decrease VMT and VHT through increased 
rail ridership compared to the Roblar Drive location. (Beneficial) 

The Hamilton site has the greatest potential for reducing vehicle-miles of travel and vehicle hours of delay 
on Highway 101, because it would attract a total of 220 to 255 riders a day, or some 125 to 155 more riders 
than the Roblar Drive site studied in the SMART 2006 FEIR. This would equate to a reduction of 680 to 
850 VMT per weekday on Highway 101, primarily during the most congested peak hours of the day (see 
Footnote #6 regarding methodology for calculation VMT reduction). The greater ridership potential of this 
site is a result of existing surrounding and future development for the area, and because of the ability to accom-
modate parking demand at the station site. The increase in ridership would not require an increase in train 
lengths or frequency over those proposed in the 2006 FEIR. 

Impact T-5: The Hamilton site would add delay to several study intersections. (Significant mitigable) 

Future highway condition projections are taken from the City of Novato’s most recent update of future traffic 
conditions, based on its General Plan development levels in the year 2025. At the Highway 101 ramp at Nave 
Drive, the future No-Project LOS would be LOS D in the morning and F in the afternoon. At the southbound 
offramp, it would be LOS F in the morning and afternoon under No-Project conditions. Increased delay 
due to the project would be significant in the PM peak hour at the Highway 101 northbound offramp at 
Nave Drive (Hamilton Field exit)—an additional 8 seconds average delay. Table C.5-4 shows the traffic 
LOS results for each of the three station options and the No-Project condition. “With project” conditions would 
increase delays at both of these locations, although the delay can be mitigated to acceptable conditions (see 
Mitigation Measure T-3 below). Both of the offramps involved are STOP controlled, and signalizing the 
intersections would fully mitigate the project traffic impact to less than significant. 
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Other local intersections would operate below standard without the project, primarily during the PM peak 
period. For example, Nave Drive/Hamilton Parkway would be LOS E and Nave Drive/Main Gate Road 
would be LOS F. The project’s contribution to delay at these intersections, depending on the alternative 
and the time period, would be one to six seconds per vehicle during peak hours. At Nave Drive/North 
Hamilton Parkway, the delay increases are less than three seconds per vehicle. At Nave Drive/Main Gate 
Road, the project increases delay by less than six seconds, but the LOS would remain F with or without 
the project in the PM peak hour. Impacts can be mitigated by implementing the following measures. 

Mitigation Measure T-3 (Hamilton). SMART shall pay its fair share cost of signalizing 
the Highway 101 northbound ramp at Nave Drive and the southbound ramp at Alameda del 
Prado, at such time as signal warrants and/or traffic engineering studies indicate this action 
would be desirable. Signalization would be subject to Caltrans approval. 

The resulting 2025 LOS with the proposed project and mitigation at Highway 101 SB ramps/Alameda del 
Prado would be LOS B (16.6 seconds) in the AM and LOS B (12.5 seconds) in the PM. 

Mitigation Measure T-5 (Hamilton). SMART shall pay its fair share cost of mitigating 
impacts to the intersection of Main Gate Road and Nave Drive. Mitigation would consist 
of adding a northbound right turn arrow (known as an “overlap phase”) to serve north-
bound right-turn traffic (Nave Drive right turn into Main Gate Road); and lengthening the 
existing northbound right turn lane to a length appropriate to serve the traffic demand. 

This measure would result in the intersection meeting Novato’s level of service standard; in the PM peak, 
for example, instead of being LOS F it would operate at LOS D. This improvement would also benefit 
residents and workers in the Hamilton area, improving the intersection LOS not just during the peak 
hours, but at all times of the day. 

As with other intersection mitigation measures related to rail ridership, SMART will pay capital costs pro-
portional to its contribution to the intersection impacts; i.e. those attributed to the new station and park-
and-ride lot. With these two mitigation measures, all intersections would then meet the City of Novato’s 
and Caltrans’ level of service standards and the impact would be reduced to a level that is less than 
significant.  

C.5.3.2  Air Quality 
Impact AQ-1: The proposed project would generate dust and other criteria pollutant emissions 
during construction. (Less than significant) 

The Hamilton Site would generate dust and other criteria pollutant emissions during construction in the gen-
eral vicinity of residential land uses, a school, a day care facility, and an athletic field. Construction-related 
impacts were identified in the SMART 2006 FEIR and there is no change in the significance of these impacts. 
The closest residence is about 300 feet from the site. The school and day care facility are about 200 feet 
away on the opposite side of the railroad tracks from the station site and are above the station on an embank-
ment. Standard dust and equipment exhaust control measures that have been incorporated into the project 
and would be implemented during construction to minimize construction emissions would ensure that this 
impact is less than significant. 

Impact AQ-6: The proposed project would expose sensitive receptors to some additional pollutant 
concentrations. (Less than significant) 

The Hamilton Site Alternative would bring idling trains for a few minutes each day near residential land 
uses (closest being 300 feet from site), a school and day care facility (about 200 feet from the site), and an 
athletic field within about 100 feet of the station site. Based on the analysis of train idling scenarios shown 
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in the 2006 FEIR including the scenario of train idling 75 feet from a residence (Table 3.5-11 of the 2006 
FEIR), the project’s emissions of localized pollutants (CO and diesel particulate matter) would not lead to 
substantial pollutant concentrations near the Hamilton Site. Therefore, the localized pollutant concentra-
tions at sensitive receptors near the Hamilton Station site would be less than significant..   

C.5.3.3  Biological Resources 

Setting 

The vegetation, habitat and land cover types at this 8.45-acre site include: blackberry scrub, coastal fresh-
water seasonal wetland, mixed scrub, non-native grassland, oak woodland, ruderal vegetation, landscaped 
areas (planted trees), and pavement (see Figure C.5-5). These vegetation types are described in Section 
3.9.3, of the SMART 2005 DEIR. Most of the central area of the site consists of low quality non-native 
grassland on both the east and west sides of the unmaintained pavement strip referred to on maps as B 
Street. Small patches of blackberry scrub dominated by non-native Himalayan blackberry, mixed scrub 
dominated by coyote brush, and oak woodland dominated by valley oak (Quercus lobata), are scattered 
throughout the site, mainly on the periphery. Unmaintained landscaping in the form of planted trees 
(pines, palms, camphor trees, and others) is found in the vicinity of paved areas, especially in the southern 
half of the site. Ruderal vegetation occupies the edges of intact pavement and has colonized areas of broken 
pavement and other highly modified habitat. 

One small area of coastal freshwater seasonal wetland vegetation, totaling approximately 0.11 acres, is 
located west of the middle utility tower (see Figure C.5-5). It consists of interconnected shallow pools 
dominated by a mixture of non-native and native plants. A preliminary wetland delineation was conducted, 
using procedures approved by the ACOE, to confirm the location and acreage of this wetland and to deter-
mine its jurisdictional status (see Appendix 3 for the full report). The water that supports the wetland within 
the Hamilton Station site originates from groundwater as well as surface flow from higher ground to the 
east and south. The water collects within the wetland and evaporates in the spring. This wetland does not 
have a contiguous hydrologic connection with other wetlands or water features. Therefore, the wetland has 
been preliminarily determined to be an isolated water, which does not meet the definition of a Water of the 
U.S (33CFR328.3). No other Waters of the U.S. were found at the Hamilton site. 

The Hamilton Station site is primarily open non-native grassland habitat; however, several native oak trees 
and other vegetation types are present throughout the area. Crossing the Hamilton Station site is an over-
head transmission line supported by steel lattice towers located at approximately 0.5-mile intervals. One 
of these towers is near the center of the site and provides an ideal perching site for raptors. During the 
November 5 reconnaissance survey, a red-tailed hawk (Buteo jamaicensis) was perched on this tower. The 
habitats at this site provide foraging habitat for a variety of species as well as nesting sites for many bird 
species. 

Low-quality suitable habitat for special-status plants occurs at this site in oak woodland, non-native grass-
land, coastal freshwater seasonal wetland, and mixed scrub vegetation types (see Table Ap.3-1). In addition, 
there is low-quality suitable habitat for special-status wildlife at this site. California horned lark, a Cal-
ifornia species of special concern, and white-tailed kite, a California fully protected species, are the only 
special-status wildlife species with moderate to high potential to occur at the site. 

Invasive non-native plant species that are common at the Hamilton Station site and are recognized by Cal-
IPC (2006, 2007) as having moderate to high impacts on natural habitat or listed by CDFA (2006) (see 
Table Ap.3-3 in Appendix 3), include: wild fennel, Himalayan blackberry, French broom, yellow star-thistle, 
Harding grass, medusahead, slender wild oat (Avena barbata), stinkweed, summer mustard (Hirschfeldia 
incana), giant reed, and Fuller’s teasel. 
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C.5  Novato South Station Alternatives 

 
Figure C.5-5.  Vegetation and Land Cover Types: Novato South Station, Hamilton Alternative 
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Impacts and Mitigation Measures 

Potential impacts on biological resources at the Hamilton Station site are generally similar to or less severe 
than described for the proposed project in the 2006 FEIR. All of these impacts, as identified for the pro-
posed project in the 2006 FEIR, can be mitigated to levels that are less than significant by implementing 
the mitigation measures identified in the 2006 FEIR and summarized below. 

Impact BR-4 (WEEDS): The proposed project could result in the introduction or spread of noxious 
weeds in the project area. (Significant mitigable) 

Development of the Hamilton Station site is likely to result in a net long-term reduction in weed presence 
at the site if it is landscaped and weeds are controlled on a consistent basis. Non-native invasive plants 
that were common at the Hamilton Station site in 2007 and are capable of causing significant adverse 
environmental effects are listed in the setting. Potential impacts from the inadvertent spread of these 
weeds can be reduced to a level of insignificance through implementation of appropriate elements of 2006 
FEIR Mitigation Measure BR-4. 

Impact BR-10 (S-S PLANTS): The proposed project could result in the loss of individuals or habitat 
of special-status plant species. (Significant mitigable) 

Low quality suitable habitat for special-status plants at the Hamilton Station site includes: non-native grass-
land, mixed scrub, oak woodland, and coastal freshwater seasonal wetland (see Table Ap.3-1). The likeli-
hood of finding special-status plants at this site is low. Despite the low likelihood for special-status plants 
to occur, the impact is identified as potentially significant, in the event that species are found at the site 
(during protocol surveys), under the provisions of the CEQA Guidelines, Section 15065. This impact 
would be reduced to a level that is less than significant by 2006 FEIR Mitigation Measures BR-8a-b (see 
Section C.5.2.3). 

Impact BR-5 (WETLANDS): The proposed project would result in the loss or alteration of wetlands. 
(Significant mitigable) 

As described in the setting, a preliminary wetland delineation identified approximately 0.11 acres of coastal 
freshwater seasonal wetland vegetation (see Figure C.5-5). A portion of this wetland could be affected by 
development at the Hamilton site. The area of impact depends on the site design option and precise place-
ment of the pathway and access road. Permanent wetland loss is a potentially significant impact that can 
be reduced to a level of insignificance by either avoidance (preferred) through Mitigation Measure BR-17 
(see below) or, if avoidance is not feasible, by implementing Mitigation Measures BR-5a and 5b, as 
summarized in Section C.5.2.3.  

Mitigation Measure BR-17 [NEW]: Design the Hamilton Station to avoid on-site wetlands.  

If the wetland area can be avoided, Mitigation Measures BR-5a and 5b would not be necessary. Construc-
tion activities would require coordination with, and authorization from, the RWQCB (and possibly other 
agencies). 

Impact BR-8 (OAKS): The proposed project would result in the loss of oak woodlands and removal 
of individual protected trees. (Significant mitigable) 

As described in the 2006 FEIR, oak woodlands are considered sensitive natural communities by the CDFG 
because of their high value to wildlife and their continuing regional decline. Protection of oak woodland 
and savannah habitat areas is addressed in the City of Novato General Plan (1996). The potential loss of 
oak woodlands was identified in the 2006 FEIR and development at this site would add a very small 
amount to the overall impact. Approximately 0.23 acres of oak woodland vegetation, including scattered 
large individual oak trees (valley oak, coast live oak and California black oak trees, totaling about 15), 
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could be removed as a result of land clearing for development of the station unless these elements are 
incorporated into the station landscaping. Most, if not all, of the trees that would need to be removed are 
not Heritage Trees, as defined by the City of Novato (24 inches in diameter). It appears that some of the 
existing trees can be incorporated into the site plan. The current design options would preserve several mature 
oaks near Main Gate Road. The preliminary station plan includes planting of new oak trees within the site 
(see Section C.5.3.10, Visual Resources). If the existing oaks cannot be saved, as determined during final 
site plan design, then the site would be subject to the 2006 FEIR Mitigation Measure BR-6 (replanting at 3:1 
ratio), which applies to the SMART project as a whole. 

Impact BR-3 (NESTING BIRDS): There could be disturbance of nesting birds due to construction 
activities. (Significant mitigable) 

See Section C.5.2.3 for a general discussion of this impact. The most likely areas to support nesting birds 
on the Hamilton Station site are the oak woodland and mixed scrub habitats which are present in patches 
on the southern and northern ends of the site, however birds (at least some species) could potentially nest any-
where on this site. This impact would be less than significant with implementation of 2006 FEIR Mitiga-
tion Measure BR-3a. 

C.5.3.4  Cultural Resources 

Setting 

The Hamilton Station Alternative APE is located at the southern end of Novato east of Highway 101, near 
Milepost 23.7 between Main Gate Road and Hamilton Road and encompassing B Street. The cultural 
resources investigation for this station alternative resulted in the identification of numerous previously 
recorded archaeological sites within approximately 0.5 miles of the APE, and no potentially significant 
historic architectural resources. 

The Hamilton Station site was the location of the former railroad stop; however, there is no record of his-
toric or prehistoric features or deposits within the site’s APE and there are no historic structures present. 
There is evidence of gravel and paved ground surfaces which have since been covered with weeds and 
seasonal grasses. B Street, a paved road, runs through the center of the APE. The area has clearly been 
graded and subject to disturbance. Some native soils were visible but no archaeological resources were 
identified. There was no visible evidence of historic foundations or prehistoric archaeological deposits 
during the rail corridor field survey in 2004 or during the site visit for the current investigation. 

A historic photograph (Signor 1999) of the Southern Pacific Railroad Station at Hamilton Air Force Base 
illustrates that there was once a structure located within the APE. The historic picture indicates that the 
building was located on the east side of the railroad tracks, adjacent to the tracks themselves and was likely 
a depot. While the structure itself is no longer existent, the foundation is likely still present within the 
APE. Based on the likely presence of the historic foundations associated with Hamilton Air Force Base, 
this area is considered sensitive for the presence of unidentified subsurface historical archaeological deposits. 
If the foundations of the Hamilton Air Force Base Depot are found, it is unlikely that the foundations 
would be eligible for listing with the CRHR or the NRHP. However, the foundation remains of the Ham-
ilton Air Force Base Depot are an historic resource that requires identification and documentation, though 
not necessarily preservation, even if not found to be significant. 

In addition, there are four previously recorded prehistoric archaeological sites within approximately 0.5  miles 
of the APE, including CA-MRN-160, -168, -169, and -522. Ethnographers Barrett (1908) and Kelly (1978) 
have both described an ethnographic village site somewhere in the vicinity of the Hamilton Station Site, but 
the location remains unknown. The area is considered sensitive for the presence of previously unidentified 
subsurface prehistoric archaeological deposits. 
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Impacts 

Impact CR-3: Ground disturbing construction activities could adversely affect subsurface founda-
tions associated with a previously demolished historic structure. (Significant mitigable) 

Historic remains of foundations associated with the Hamilton Air Force Base Depot could potentially be 
impacted as a result of construction at the station site. Construction activities within this portion of the APE 
could potentially disturb the remaining subsurface features associated with the previously demolished struc-
ture. Implementation of Mitigation Measure CR-3 described in Section C.5.1.4 prior to ground disturbing 
activities at this location would mitigate potentially adverse effects to a level that is less than significant. 

Impact CR-4: Ground disturbing construction activities could adversely affect unknown potentially 
significant subsurface cultural materials in the vicinity of the station site. (Significant mitigable) 

It is possible that subsurface archaeological deposits, not visible on the ground surface, are present at the 
Hamilton Station site and could be disturbed during construction of the station. The station location is in a 
culturally sensitive area. Implementation of Mitigation Measures AR-2 and AR-3 will reduce this impact 
to less than significant. 

C.5.3.5  Geology and Hydrology 

Setting 

The Hamilton Station site is not located in an Alquist-Priolo earthquake zone. However, as noted in the 
2005 DEIR, the entire proposed project region is within a seismically active zone, and placement of infra-
structure anywhere in the project region would be subject to earthquakes and groundshaking. Soils beneath 
the site consist of Franciscan complex soils that do not have geologically hazardous properties. The site is 
not located on expansive soils. 

The Hamilton Station site is located at an elevation of approximately 40 feet msl. Groundwater depth in the 
vicinity of the site is between 4.43 and 7.73 feet bgs. The site is located outside of the 500-year floodplain 
(FEMA 1989c). 

Pacheco Creek is the only waterbody within 0.5 miles of the Hamilton site. Pacheco Creek is located approxi-
mately 0.3 miles northwest of the site, and is not listed as an impaired waterbody on the CWA Section 
303(d) List of Water Quality Limited Segments (Winzler & Kelly 2004; USEPA 2002). Pacheco Creek drains 
into San Francisco Bay. Development of the Hamilton Station site would increase the impermeable surface 
area by approximately 30,000 square feet. 

Impacts 

Geological and hydrological impacts associated with development of the Hamilton Station site are gene-
rally less severe than impacts identified for the proposed project in the 2005 DEIR and 2006 FEIR. No 
new impacts in these issue areas were identified during review for the SEIR. Because the site is located on 
stable soils, and is outside of the floodplain, potential impacts associated with erosion (2006 FEIR Impacts 
G-1 and G-3), geologic stability (Impacts G-2, G-6, G-7, and G-8), and flooding (Impact WR-5) would be 
avoided. Development of the site would require grading and minor excavations, which could result in impacts 
related to erosion (2006 FEIR Impacts G-1 and G-3). However, the proposed project and 2005 DEIR (Miti-
gation Measures G-1 and G-3) include provisions to control erosion, so surface runoff from station construction 
would be intercepted with appropriate containment devices. The residual impacts would be less than significant. 
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The site is not crossed by an active or potentially active fault, so there is little potential for fault rupture 
(Impact G-5). Other seismic hazards would be the same as, or less severe than, described for the proposed 
project in the 2006 FEIR. 

The potential for groundshaking from earthquakes is described in Impact G-4 in the 2005 DEIR and 2006 
FEIR. Impact WR-4 (increased runoff) would not be greater than discussed in the 2005 DEIR and 2006 
FEIR for the proposed project because development of the Hamilton Station site would substitute for the 
development of the proposed Novato South site, providing an equivalent impervious surface area (approx-
imately 30,000 square feet). 

C.5.3.6  Hazardous Materials 

Setting 

There have been seven documented releases of hazardous materials within the search area of the Hamil-
ton Station site (see Section C.2.7 for a definition of the search area). Table C.5-5 summarizes these areas 
of concern in the vicinity of the station site. The majority of the facilities listed have no potential to affect 
soil and groundwater beneath the station site due to their status as being fully remediated. 
 

Table C.5-5.  Summary of Areas of Concern – Hamilton Station 

Site Name & Address 
Contamination 

Suspected 
Media 

Affected Site Status 

Distance  
from  

Station 

Potential  
to Affect 
Station Rationale 

Novato UST 970 –  
Waste oil 
970 C St, Novato 

Petroleum 
hydrocarbons 

Soil and 
groundwater 

(drinking  
water aquifer) 

Case closed 692 ft west No Case closed 

Novato USTs 970-1, 
970-2, 970-3 
970 C St, Novato 

Petroleum 
hydrocarbons 

Soil, surface 
water, 

groundwater 
(drinking 

water aquifer) 

Active; remedia-
tion in progress 

693 ft west Moderate Remediation incomplete
within 1/8 mile of site, 
groundwater affected 

Novato UST 957 
957 C St, Novato 

Petroleum 
hydrocarbons 

Groundwater Active; remedia-
tion in progress 

698 ft west Moderate Remediation incomplete
within 1/8 mile of site, 
groundwater affected 

Hamilton Army Airfield 
School Site 
State Access Rd/C St, 
Novato 

Petroleum 
hydrocarbons 

and VOCs 

Soil and 
groundwater 

No further action 
required 

1241 ft  
northwest 

No Remediation complete; 
no further action 
required 

Hamilton AFB 
Hamilton Air Force 
Base, Novato 

Petroleum 
hydrocarbons 

Soil and  
surface 
water  

Certified (cleanup 
remedy fully 
implemented) 

1580 ft east No Certified case; 
remediated 

Hamilton AFB Landfill #26
Novato 

VOCs,  
methane gas, 

others 

Soil and 
groundwater 

Active: evidence 
of offsite migration 

2015 ft east Moderate Large industrial site 
within ½ mile, evidence 
of offsite migration 

Hamilton GSA Phase I 
Highway 101, Novato 

Petroleum 
hydrocarbons 

and VOCs 

Soil Case closed 2579 ft west No Case closed 

Source: EDR 2008; RWQCB 2006; SWRCB 2008; DTSC 2008. 
 

Three of the sites associated with the former Hamilton Air Force Base have a moderate potential to affect soil 
and/or groundwater beneath the Hamilton Station site. The first is located at 970 C Street, approximately 693 
feet west of the station site. Soil, surface water, and groundwater were contaminated with petroleum hydro-
carbons when three underground storage tanks leaked beneath the facility. These tanks have been subse-
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quently removed, but remediation is incomplete. This leak is categorized as having a moderate potential to 
affect soil and groundwater at the station site because the documented spill has affected groundwater, reme-
diation is incomplete, and the facility is located within 1/8 mile of the station site. The second documented 
release is located at 957 C Street, approximately 700 feet west of the station site. This is an active case in which 
petroleum hydrocarbons leaked from an underground fuel storage tank, groundwater beneath the property 
is affected, and remediation is in progress. This leak is categorized as having a moderate potential to affect 
soil and groundwater at the station site because the documented spill has affected groundwater, remediation 
is incomplete, and the facility is located within 1/8 mile of the site. The third release is located at the former 
Hamilton Airfield Base Landfill #26, approximately 2,015 feet east of the station site. Landfill #26 oper-
ated from the mid-1940s until 1974, when the landfill was deactivated and stopped receiving waste. Con-
sistent with landfill practices at that time, a liner was not installed at the base of the refuse layer. The refuse 
layer within Landfill 26 is approximately 5 to 8 feet thick and is mostly saturated with groundwater. Chem-
ical contaminants associated with the refuse layer include the following: volatile and semi-volatile organic 
compounds, petroleum hydrocarbons, pesticides, polychlorinated biphenyls, and metals. Groundwater beneath 
the site flows to the north and northeast in the direction of San Pablo Bay, away from the rail corridor and 
the Hamilton Station site (RWQCB 2006). There is evidence of offsite migration of contaminants, and reme-
diation at the facility is ongoing. This facility is categorized as having a moderate potential to affect soil 
and groundwater at the Hamilton Station site due to the large, industrial nature of the facility, its location 
within 0.5 miles of the station site, and its incomplete remediation. 

Impacts 

Impacts associated with encountering existing hazardous materials or introducing hazardous materials would 
be the same as or less severe than impacts identified for the proposed project in the 2005 DEIR (Section 
3.4) and clarified in the 2006 FEIR. Because the site is adjacent to two roads, North Hamilton Parkway 
and Main Gate Road, there is the potential to encounter lead-contaminated soil during construction of the 
Hamilton Station. This potential impact is the same as described in 2006 FEIR Impact HM-1 for the pro-
posed project. 

Impact HM-2: In areas where soil excavation or excavation to shallow or perched groundwater is 
anticipated, there is a low potential to encounter contaminated soil and groundwater. (Less than 
significant) 

Three facilities were identified that have a moderate potential to affect soil and groundwater beneath the 
Hamilton Station site. Although the station site is in the vicinity of hazardous materials releases, none of 
these facilities is located within the limits of the station property. Furthermore, due to the minimal exca-
vation required and minimal potential to encounter groundwater during construction of the station site, con-
taminated soil and groundwater from substances migrating away from these nearby contaminated properties 
would be unlikely to be encountered during station construction. 

For the same reasons described in Impact HM-2 for the Downtown Novato Station site and in the 2006 
FEIR, the risk of encountering contaminated soil or groundwater during construction would be less than 
significant. 

C.5.3.7  Land Use and Policy Considerations 

Setting 

The Hamilton Station site is in the urban area of the Hamilton Field community, which is part of the City of 
Novato. It is designated in the General Plan as Community Facilities, with Precise Development Hamilton 
Field zoning. The vacant site is crossed by transmission lines and has several transmission line towers along its 
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perimeter. The site is designated for transit use in the Hamilton Field Master Plan. Adjacent uses include 
single family homes to the northeast (on Marblehead Lane and Chapel Hill Road), the Novato Charter School 
across the tracks to the west and vacant land to the northwest. The site is bounded by the Main Gate Road over-
pass on the southwest side. The school buildings across the tracks are elevated and set back from the SMART 
right-of-way. School play grounds and other outdoor areas (parking and garden area) are between the school 
buildings and the right-of-way. The school property is fenced from the rail right-of-way. 

Impacts 

Construction-related land use impacts are identical to those described in Section 3.11.6 of the SMART 
2005 DEIR and are negligible, as construction would not temporarily divide an established community, 
conflict with land use plans, nor result in the conversion of agricultural land. All construction should be 
confined to the site, avoiding the need for adjacent construction staging areas and minimizing disturbances 
to nearby residences. 

Given the current general plan designation, the presence of the railroad tracks, and surrounding urban 
land uses, the site’s use as a station would be consistent with plans and policies. The site would not present 
physical features that divide the community. 

Consistent with the beneficial Land Use Impact LU-2 identified in the SMART 2005 DEIR, the rail sta-
tion would be supportive of existing commercial and residential uses in the nearby area. Furthermore, rail 
ridership is expected to be higher at this location than at the original Roblar Drive Station site, and the high-
est of any of the alternatives studied in this SEIR due to the proximity of land uses that would benefit from 
use of the train. 

C.5.3.8  Noise and Vibration 

Setting 

The ambient existing day/night noise level in the vicinity of the Hamilton Station site north of Main Gate 
Road was reported to be 58 dBA Ldn in the 2006 FEIR (Table 3.7-5). The noise measurement site for this 
area is less than one mile north of the Hamilton Station site at Roblar Drive and Nave Drive. Background 
noise from vehicle traffic on Main Gate Road, North Hamilton Parkway, and the suburban streets that 
surround the station site contribute to local noise levels. Residential uses are located adjacent and to the 
north and east of the station site, and to the west and south are a school, day care facility, and athletic 
field. 

Impact N-1: The proposed project would temporarily cause increased noise levels associated with 
construction equipment and activities. (Less than significant) 

The Hamilton Station Site would involve construction-related noise in the vicinity of residential land uses, a 
school, a day care facility, and an athletic field. Construction-related impacts were identified in the 
SMART 2006 FEIR and there is no change in the significance of these impacts. The closest residence is 
about 300 feet from the site. The school and day care facility are about 200 feet away from the tracks on 
the opposite side of the railroad tracks from the station site, and are above the station on an embankment. 
As with the construction-related impacts described for the SMART project analyzed in the certified 2006 
FEIR, construction noise would be limited to the vicinity of the sites, and local sound control and noise level 
rules, regulations, and ordinances would apply to the construction contractor. The localized and temporary 
nature of construction noise would ensure that this impact is less than significant. 
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Impact N-2: Train operations would cause a permanent increase in ambient noise levels in the 
project vicinity. (Less than significant) 

The Hamilton Station site would bring idling trains for a few minutes each day near residential land uses 
(closest being 300 feet from site), a school and day care facility (about 200 feet from the site), and an athletic 
field within about 100 feet of the station site. Similar to other station locations, noise would also occur 
from station operations due to the park-and-ride facilities and bus, auto, and, shuttle drop-offs. The three 
Hamilton Station concept options would not notably change the noise that would occur from station opera-
tions, except that by providing only a southern station access driveway, Option A would eliminate some 
park-and-ride traffic noise that would otherwise be experienced by homes on Marblehead Lane and North 
Hamilton Parkway. Homes near the southern station boundary would experience some noise from park-
and-ride facilities under all three options. Based on existing ambient noise levels, distances of sensitive 
receptors, and the daily noise levels associated with operation of other project stations analyzed in the 
2006 FEIR, the Hamilton site would not cause noise exceeding the FTA criteria for a significant impact. 
The 2005 DEIR Figure 3.7-4 demonstrates how noise levels decrease with distance. The long-term noise 
increase in the station vicinity would be less than significant. 

C.5.3.9  Public Safety 

Setting 

Safety provisions at the Hamilton Station site would be identical to safety features identified for other pro-
posed stations in Section 2.5.4 of the 2005 DEIR. The Novato Charter School (K through 8) is located across 
the tracks from the site of the proposed Hamilton Station. 

Impacts 

Impacts on public safety at the Hamilton Station site would not occur above the level of impact evaluated 
in the SMART 2005 DEIR and 2006 FEIR, as public safety provisions would not change. As identified in 
the 2005 DEIR, all impacts would be less than significant. Refer to DEIR Section 3.12 and FEIR p. 3.2-43 
for a discussion of impacts on public safety at rail stations. The proximity of the station site to Novato Charter 
School would not create a significant hazardous condition. Rail operations safety hazards in relation to 
nearby schools were addressed in Impact PFS-4 in the 2005 DEIR and were found to be less than signifi-
cant. The school structures are on the opposite side of the tracks from the station site, elevated and set 
back from the right-of-way, with a fence between the school property and the right-of-way. As explained in 
DEIR Section 3.12, with implementation of SMART’s environmental compliance measures, including fenc-
ing, safety structures, and signage plus an in-school safety education program, impacts on the safety of school-
children would be less than significant.  

C.5.3.10  Visual Resources 

Setting 

The Hamilton Station would be located within Visual Analysis Area 16, as described in the SMART DEIR, 
comprising the viewshed along the SMART right-of-way between Highway 37 and Main Gate Road in 
Hamilton. Within this segment, the SMART right-of-way passes through former Hamilton Field, now a 
residential development. The site is located within level lowlands at the foot of Pacheco Ridge, on the 
eastern edge of the Marin County Coast Range uplands where they meet the historic baylands of San 
Pablo Bay to the east. Visual character of the Hamilton Field environs is a mixture of former base struc-
tures and newer residential tract development. In the vicinity of the station site, the SMART right-of-way 
is flanked to the west by various light industrial structures, a school and athletic field, and to the east by a 
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narrow band of undeveloped transmission line right-of-way, with residences located just beyond the right-
of-way. Views of the bay are obscured by terrain and residential development. Visual quality of the imme-
diate station-site viewshed is moderately high, due to attractive background views of Pacheco Ridge at the 
western horizon. However, the visual foreground plays a small part in the quality of those westward views. 
A row of small to moderate-sized live oaks and other trees west of the railroad tracks provide an attractive 
foreground element, but otherwise the foreground viewshed is nondescript, consisting of empty, weedy fields, 
the back fences of nearby residences, and a high voltage transmission line and towers. Potential visual 
receptors include several homes on Chapel Hill Road and eight residences on Marblehead Lane, the closest 
located approximately 300 feet to the northeast of the site. 

Two views were selected for photosimulations to portray the future appearance of the site after station com-
pletion. The location of these views is shown in Figure C.5-6. For purposes of comparison, both existing 
conditions photos at the Hamilton Station site and two future conditions photosimulations are presented. 

Station Design Option A is depicted in the simulations, because it has the most extensive station and parking 
footprint, and therefore the greatest potential impact. Figure C.5-7a presents the existing conditions of the 
Hamilton Station site from the vantage point of the residences on Marblehead Lane. In addition, the site is 
visible to three residences at the end of Chapel Hill Road, overlooking the site from approximately 400 to 
500 feet to the east. Figure C.5-8a presents the existing view of the Hamilton Station site from a vantage 
point at the backyard lot line of one of these Chapel Hill Road residences. Note that this viewpoint location is 
somewhat lower in elevation than the homes themselves due to the steeply sloping site. Therefore the sta-
tion appears somewhat closer to the project than would be the case from the residences themselves. Views 
from the residences would tend to look over the station site rather than down at it. 

The Novato Charter School is located near the site to the west. Views from the school to the site are cur-
rently largely screened and filtered by the row of mature trees that runs along the project site’s western 
boundary. Motorists traveling on Main Gate Road would have views into the site as they passed by, but 
these views would be transient. 

Impacts 

Impacts V-1 (temporary construction-related visual disturbance) V-2 (station nighttime light), and V-5 
(improvement in visual quality) are discussed below. 

Impact V-1: The presence of project-related construction equipment and other construction 
activities would create a temporary visual disturbance. (Less than significant) 

Construction staging, material and equipment storage, and construction lighting associated with the pro-
posed project would be visible to adjacent residential viewers for the duration of project construction. 
Given existing conditions on the property and the temporary nature of this activity, this impact is less than 
significant, consistent with the findings of the 2005 DEIR for other station sites. 

Impact V-2: Development of the station would introduce new sources of nighttime light to the 
surrounding area. (Less than significant) 

The proposed station and parking lot could require all-night illumination, for security. In that case, the project 
would introduce a new source of night lighting. However, lights can be dimmed after passenger rail service 
is finished for the evening. In the long term, direct views of lighting from adjoining residences would be 
screened by the tree canopy of the proposed landscape buffer and parking lot. SMART proposes that in 
addition to native live oak plantings in the landscape buffer, fast-growing evergreen tree species would be 
planted in the easternmost portions of the landscape buffer nearest adjacent homes in order to provide 
effective screening of night lighting in the shortest feasible period. At estimated growth rates of roughly 
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Figure C.5-6.  Viewpoints for Hamilton Site Simulations 

three feet per year for the faster growing trees, complete screening should be achievable within approx-
imately three to five years. Prior to maturity of these trees, project lighting would remain somewhat visible 
to nearby homes. With implementation of proper lighting techniques, however, night lighting visible to 
nearby residents would be minimized in the short term, and largely eliminated within three to five years. 
SMART has included in the environmental compliance measures a commitment to reducing light and 
glare. As described in the 2005 DEIR, all lighting would be directed in a manner to reduce light spillage 
off-site. This means that lighting will be shielded and will use cut off reflectors or other design features, 
as needed, so that direct illumination is minimized offsite. The 2005 DEIR provided additional clarifi-
cation on the types of lighting design that should be considered for station sites (see 2005 DEIR Mitigation 
Measure V-2). With implementation of these lighting techniques, lighting impacts would be less than significant. 
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 Figure C.5-7a.  Existing View of Hamilton Station Site from the East near Marblehead Lane (Viewpoint 2) 
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 Figure C.5-7b.  Simulation of Future Hamilton Station Immediately after Construction Fi
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 Figure C.5-7c.  Simulation of Future Hamilton Station Five Years after Construction Fi
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 Figure C.5-8a.  Existing View of Hamilton Station Site from the East near Chapel Hill Road (Viewpoint 1) Fi
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 Figure C.5-8b.  Simulation of Future Hamilton Station Immediately after Construction Fi
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 Figure C.5-8c.  Simulation of Hamilton Station Five Years after Construction 
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Impact V-5: Presence of the station would temporarily degrade visual quality for sensitive 
receptors. (Less than significant) 

Immediately after construction, the station would represent a change of character from the existing unde-
veloped transmission line right-of-way to the paving and landscaping of the station and park-and-ride lot. 
The station platform would be relatively inconspicuous; the primary potential visual effects would result 
from the parking area (see Figures C.5-7b and C.5-8b for views immediately after construction). Existing 
views of the mature oak trees west of the railroad track would remain. The station layout includes a large 
landscape buffer of trees to the east of the existing transmission lines, which would introduce an attractive 
visual element into the foreground view from homes on Marblehead Lane and would provide partial 
screening of the station site. As landscaping matured, the tree canopy would increasingly filter views of 
the station and parking from nearby homes. Within roughly three to five years, this canopy would largely 
obscure views of the station from homes on Marblehead Lane. See Figure C.5-7c for a photosimulation of 
the site at five years after construction. 

For the eight potentially affected residences on Marblehead Lane, existing limited views of Pacheco Ridge 
would remain in the short term, but may become filtered over the long term as taller trees of the landscape 
buffer grow to heights of over 25 to 30 feet. Trees in the landscape buffer would be trimmed periodically 
to maintain views. 

Similarly, impacts on views from the three affected homes on Chapel Hill Road would be mitigated by 
both the large landscape buffer area and the parking lot landscaping, which would represent a visual enhance-
ment to the site as the canopy matures. The canopy of the parking lot landscaping would eventually obscure 
much of the visible paved area and lighting as trees mature, about three to five years after construction. 
Figure C.5-8c depicts a view from the rear of properties on Chapel Hill Road after roughly five years of 
growth. Existing views of Pacheco Ridge to the west from these three homes would be unaffected because 
views are higher than the future tree line. 

Overall, the change in visual character and quality due to the Hamilton Station would be less than signifi-
cant. No mitigation is required. 

C.5.4  COMPARISON OF NOVATO SOUTH STATION SITES 
The original site for the Novato South Station at Roblar Drive was included in the analysis in the 2006 FEIR. 
The following summary includes a comparison of the original Roblar Drive site plus the three new sites, 
by issue area. Issue areas in which there is no substantial difference between the sites include energy, 
hazardous materials and safety. As demonstrated below, there are tradeoffs between the four alternative 
sites that must be considered by decisionmakers. Sites that are accessible to dense population centers are 
favored for increased ridership, but also introduce noise and visual impacts to nearby land uses. The Ignacio 
Wye site, because of its remoteness would reduce impacts on nearby land uses, but would result in low 
ridership and poor accessibility from surrounding urban areas. 

Transportation 
Any of the Hamilton sub-alternatives (Site Plan Options A, B or C) would represent the environmentally supe-
rior alternative in transportation. They have the highest rail ridership (see Table C.5-6), and therefore would 
have the greatest impact of reducing VMT and congestion on Highway 101. Because the Hamilton site would 
provide adequate parking, there would be no parking spillover impacts, as could occur with the Downtown 
Novato site. Although freeway access would not be quite as good as with the Roblar Drive site, there are land 
uses more proximate to the Hamilton Station that would allow more riders to walk or bicycle to the station. The 
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Hamilton Site Plan Option B, which would provide access 
to both Main Gate Road and North Hamilton Parkway, 
represents the environmentally superior alternative from 
a transportation standpoint. 

Although there may be some localized increase in traffic 
around the station sites, potential impacts can be miti-
gated through signal improvements. The only signifi-
cant unavoidable transportation impact identified is at 
the Ignacio Wye site, where existing highway offramps 
do not meet Caltrans spacing standards and therefore 
would be considered a traffic hazard. 

Air Quality & Noise 
The Ignacio Wye Site would be environmentally preferred for air quality and noise because it would not 
be near sensitive land uses. The other three sites are similar in that there are residences within 100 to 200 feet 
from the station sites. Although homes are slightly farther away at the Hamilton Site (about 300 feet), there 
is a school nearby. None of the land uses around the station sites are close enough to experience significant 
noise or air quality impacts as a result of station development and operations. 

Biological Resources 
Due to the developed condition and absence of natural habitat at the Downtown Novato site, it would be 
environmentally superior to other alternative sites with respect to impacts on biological resources. 

Cultural Resources 
The only substantive difference among the station alternatives is that the Downtown Novato site is in a his-
toric district and has an existing historic passenger depot on the property. Although mitigation may be 
required to ensure that historic features and the historic setting are maintained, restoring the Downtown site 
to its historic use as a railway station would be consistent with historic preservation policies. All of the 
sites have the potential to encounter currently unknown archaeological resources during construction. 

Geology and Hydrology 
The Downtown Novato site would be preferred in both geology and hydrology because it is flat and devel-
oped, minimizing the need for grading. It is not near any waterbodies so there is no potential for hydrol-
ogy impacts. None of the sites present significant geotechnical hazards or hydrological concerns, but the 
Hamilton Station will require some cut slopes and grading due to topography near Main Gate Road. 

Visual 
Given the absence of sensitive viewers and existing poor visual quality, the Ignacio Wye alternative site 
would be preferred with respect to visual resources. Visual quality would potentially be improved by the 
project. The Downtown Novato Station site would also have the potential to result in a beneficial visual 
impact on its setting. Visual impacts at any of the sites would not be significant with proper site design 
and landscaping. 

Table C.5-6.  Ridership Comparison of Hamilton 
Station Site Alternatives – 2025 
Average Weekday Boarding Riders 
(Passenger-Trips) 

Station Alternative Boarding Riders 
Roblar (2006 FEIR) 90-100 
Downtown Novato* 160-180 
Ignacio Wye 50-60 
Hamilton 220-250 
*Some of these riders may be attracted from the North Novato Station. 
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